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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

As our energy-dependent society continues to utilize an ever-

increasing amount of non-renewable resources such as coal and oil, 

engineers and scientists are diligently searching for alternate energy 

sources. The sun can provide a vast amount of useful energy if its 

solar rays can be captured and put to work efficiently. The Crosbyton 

Solar Power Project is just such an attempt to harness useful energy 

from the sun. 

The creators of this project envision a 5 MW Solar Thermal Elec-

tric Power Plant made up of a gridiron of ten concentrators. Each con-

centrator will be a 200-foot hemispherical dish covered by mirrors. The 

fixed-mirror, distributed-focus concept is employed in this system to 

generate highly intensified and concentrated solar radiation on a line 

focus. A long, cylindrical heat exchanger, called a receiver, is placed 

in this focal line. The sun's movement is tracked and the receiver is 

moved to keep it in the focal line. Water enters the receiver and is 

converted to steam as it moves through the helical coils of the heat 

exchanger. 

Before such a large gridiron facility can be built, much prelimi-

nary research and development work must take place. A scaled-down con-

centrator dish has been constructed at a site near Crosbyton, Texas. 

The concentrator dish is approximately 65-feet in diameter with an 

18-foot receiver. It is call the Analog Design Verification System or 

ADVS. The purpose of the ADVS is to provide valuable data in the areas 

of performance and cost that can be used to verify and improve the final 

design of the proposed power system. 

In order to gather sufficient information with respect to the per-

formance and efficiency of the ADVS, many data channels monitoring nu-

merous parameters are required. Weather conditions at the site must be 

logged along with the sun's direct radiation throughout the day. Tem-

peratures on the receiver surface and throughout the steam-water loop 
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must be observed continuously. Pressures and fluid flows in the loop 

also must be monitored for system performance and control. 

Some of the instrumentation channels will serve to provide signals 

for tracking control of the receiver boom. These signals will be pro-

cessed by a microprocessor-based controller that will keep the receiver 

in the concentrator line focus throughout the day. Temperature, pres-

sure, and flow information will be used in the process control system 

to maintain the desired steam temperature and pressure out of the re-

ceiver. Some of these signals will also be used in the safety shutdown 

system that will rapidly stow the receiver in a safe position in order 

to prevent any serious problem which might result from continued system 

operation. 

The data acquisition system (DAS) is concerned with data gathering 

for subsequent off-site analysis to determine overall performance and 

efficiency. The system is programmed to scan the various sensors at 

rates appropriate to the data requirements. The system digitizes and 

converts the raw data to applicable formats and records the data as 

required. The DAS provides a permanent record of the pertinent para-

meters during each test phase of the ADVS, independent of the system 
controller. This approach will allow an independent analysis of prob-

lems associated with all of the ADVS operations. 

The components of the DAS include signal conditioning interfaces 

with the sensors, scanners to time-multiplex the sensor data for the 

digital conversion equipment, a magnetic tape system to record the data, 

a graphical display for monitoring of data during test setup and opera-

tion, and a programmable controller to manage the overall operation of 

the data acquisition subsystem. 

The vast amount of data acquired using the DAS wiU be used to 

determine the performance, cost, survivability and maintenance needed 

for a future, full-scale operational solar electric power system. There 

are twenty-one R and D areas in which eleven instrumentation categories 

play a vital role in providing accurate data. These R and D areas are 

outlined in detail in the Phase I Segment II CSPP report to the USDOE 

(February 1978). 



The requirements of the data acquisition system make it necessary 

to develop software support that will permit real-time data logging and 

fast^^accurate^data processing and storage. The ADVS can be divided 

into instrumentation groups, where each group pertains to one subsystem. 

Data from the receiver and the associated fluid loop must be collected 

at specified intervals which change as dynamic conditions are encoun-

tered. The heat transfer loop and load system will not change rapidly 

and therefore data need not be logged frequently. Of course, solar 

incident radiation, ambient temperature, and dew-point temperature will 

change gradually, in most cases, throughout the day. Wind speed and 

wind direction will have a direct affect on receiver operation and can 

change abruptly so they should be logged more frequent. The instrument 

channels must be grouped according to zones of interest in the overall 

system and the frequency with which data, for a particular zone, must 

be logged. These zones are designated as data bases. Since at least 

four data bases are required with independent sampling frequencies and 

the capability of varying each sampling rate by operator action, real-

time programming and interactive interrupts must be used. 

Each data channel will input a range of values dependent upon the 

type of transducer used. The thermocouple channels will produce signals 

in the millivolt range: the flow and pressure transducers will produce 

signals in the milliamp or millivolt range depending upon the type used, 

while the weather instruments will produce signals in the voltage range. 

These analog voltages and current signals must be conditioned in such a 

manner that digital conversion can be achieved with as much speed and 

accuracy as the DAS permits. 

Two problems must be considered when specifying the automated data 

acquisition system. The first problem is the amount of data gathered 

and the time required for data^acquisit^on. For example, if there are 

from seventy-five to one hundred channels and each channel is logged 

five times each second, it can be concluded that a great amount of data 

is collected in a short period of time. Each analog signal logged must 

be converted to a full precfsion digital word, which utilizes some fi-

nite computing time. The second problem is the amount ofJntermediate 



s^torage medium -area requJxed to store the numerous data points and the 

amount of data processing allotted to the DAS and the offjisite computer. 

" ^ ^ h e system controller will not have sufficient memory to store 

much of the data collected because of its physical size and the amount 

memory designated for the operating system program. The intermediate 

storage device must be rapidly accessed by the system controller. The 

format for the data must be such as to permit as much data as possible 

to be stored in the smallest possible memory storage area. The data 

storage technique must also permit an accurate method of accountability 

for later data transfer and final data processing. The what, where, and 

when for each data point must be identifiable at any point throughout 

the data acquisition and processing procedure. 

The overall control of the analog test system operation can be di-

vided into three separate areas. The tracking control system ensures 

that the receiver remains in the focal line of the concentrator through-

out the day. It must be able to compensate for wind gusts and change 

in wind direction as well as for cloud movement that may reduce the 

solar incident radiation. The steam process control system maintains 

the desired steam pressure and steam temperature. The pressure con-

troUer maintains the desired steam exit temperature by positioning the 

receiver inlet water valve. If the receiver moves out of position or 

cloud cover causes the receiver skin temperature to be reduced, the 

process contoller must reposition the valves to maintain the desired 

steam pressure and temperature. The emergency shutdown system bypasses 

the normal tracking and steam process control systems to cause immediate 

receiver stowage and a safe shutdown in the event of any abnormal condi-

tions. Maximum signal values are sent to the tracking control and 

steam process control drive motors to ensure rapid receiver movement and 

maximum feedwater flow. This system also provides alarms and warnings 

to aid the operator. 

The data-^acquisition system will meet the design requirements when 

two major problems are solved. The first problem concerns the real-time 

programming requirement that will (1) allow sampling frequencies to be 

specified for each one of the four data bases and (2) allow the operator 



to change these rates as needed while the program is running. The sec-

ond problem concerns the technique that should be adopted for maximum 

speed and efficiency when processing and storing the intermediate 

data. 

The purpose of this paper is to discuss these problems and their 

solutions in detail. Chapter II explains the Automated Data Acquisi-

tion System with an emphasis on the hardware system used. Some soft-

ware considerations are also developed in Chapter II. The software 

development and implementation are considered in greater detail in 

Chapter III. A detailed discussion of the Analog Design Verification 

System control requirements is developed in Chapter IV. The possibility 

and feasibility of adapting the Automated Data Acquisition System to 

controlling one more of the control functions is also developed in Chap-

ter IV. Chapter V presents conclusions concerning the development and 

applications of the Automated Data Acquisition System to the Crosbyton 

Solar Power Project. 



CHAPTER II 

THE AUTOMATED DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM 

The Automated Data Acquisition System will gather data from many 

different locations throughout the Analog Design Verification System 

for subsequent off-site analysis. This chapter describes the four 

primary uses of the DAS and the data gathered. It also develops some 

of the approaches used in the conversion of analog signals to digital 

signals. Some software aspects are also discussed concerning real-time 

programming requirements along with intermediate data processing and 

storage specifications. The HP 3052A Automated Data Acquisition System 

was chosen to accomplish the data acquisition task for the Crosbyton 

Solar Power Project. This chapter describes that system in detail. 

Finally, some of the potential problems that developed during system 

installation and solutions to those problems are presented. 

2.1 Purpose of Data Collection 

The Automated Data Acquisition System will serve a four-fold pur-

pose as it collects data from the analog test system. The data col-

lected from daily operation of the Analog Design Verification System 

will be used to determine the feasibility of a full-scale system. Some 

of the data collected can provide a direct correlation in many areas for 

a full-scale system. Another purpose of data collection is to monitor 

system performance during test' conditions and changing weather condi-

tions. Some of the data logged will also be used to determine overall 

system efficiency. Finally, the data logged can be displayed to pro-

vide a visual indication of plant performance for operator aid and 

general public information. 

The DAS instrumentation system has the capability of gathering 

data from temperature, pressure, flow, strain, and accelerometer inputs. 

The individual data channels are grouped according to the subsystems 

within the ADVS and the sampling frequency required. Two base groups 

are specified. The first base group (Base 1) is used to measure 



receiver performance while the second base group (Base 2) measures 

thermal storage performance. The first group is further divided into 

three subgroups (la, Ib, lc) according to the rate at which data is 

collected. The instrumentation channels in Base la monitor receiver 

fluid inlet and outlet temperatures, receiver tube surface temperatures, 

receiver fluid pressure, receiver feedwater flow, wind direction, wind 

speed, and solar radiation. Three samplings rates are required. These 

rates will permit data collection under different test situations and 

special weather conditions. The fast sampling rate requires that all 

channels be scanned five times per second. The normal sampling rate 

is all channels sampled every two seconds. The slow sampling rate 

requires sampling all Base la channels every minute. 

The instrumentation channels in Base Ib monitor the support cone 

flange temperature, pump discharge pressure, and receiver fluid inlet 

pressure. Ambient temperature, dew-point temperature, and barometric 

pressure are also included in Base Ib. Base lc inputs include support 

and sleeve temperatures, first and second reservior temperatures, and 

the exit fluid temperature on the cooling fan unit. Base Ib and lc 

require only one sampling speed each. The sampling frequency for Base 

Ib is specified as all channels e\fery ten minutes while Base lc speci-

fies all channels every twenty minutes. 

Bases Ib and lc monitor parameters that will not vary as quickly 

as those in Base la nor be effected by the concentrator's operation 

as much. The thermal storage subsystem is monitored by Base 2 instru-

mentation. Three sampling rates are specified with the same require-

ments as those of data Base la. The sensor layout and receiver-con-

centrator configuration is shown in Figure 2.1. The block diagram 

that illustrates signal flow from the sensors to the system controller 

and DAS is in Figure 2.2. 

The overall system efficiency is calculated from data logged in 

Base la. The data used for this calculation is taken from the solar 

radiation, steam pressure, temperature, and flow inputs. Computer 

algorithms that simulate the steam table and determine enthalpy for 

saturated and super heated steam are used to calculate useful steam 
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power. Algorithms are also developed to determine the amount of solar 

energy put into the system and losses that occur at various stages 

of the energy transfer process. 

Much of the data gathered from the ADVS has a direct correlation 

to the large-scale gridiron power system. Solar insolation, wind 

speed, wind direction, temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure 

will be used to establish a weather baseline for future operations. 

The adequacy of flow meters, pressure sensors, and temperature trans-

ducers to provide desired process control and accurate data will be 

determined. Adequacy of instrumentation in the heat transfer loop, 

storage tank, expander/condenser, and associated heat exchangers to 

provide required information for various system management policies 

will be verified. The adequacy of the data acquisition system, pro-

cedures, and data handling techniques will also be determined. In all 

of the above areas, there can be a direct application of the results. 

Some of the data logged by the ADVS will also be used to provide 

a visual indication of plant performance for operator aid and public 

information. The visual display will periodically display the fol-

lowing data in numerical format: 

(1) Inclination angle in degrees, showing the 
angle between the sun and the solar con-
centrator's axis. 

2 
(2) Solar brightness in W/m , showing the solar 

radiation on the mirror's surface. 

(3) Steam power in KW, showing the solar radi-
ation which is utilized to turn water into 
steam. 

(4) Instantaneous efficiency in %, showing the 
percentage of the solar radiation which is 
converted to steam power. 

(5) Thermal energy in KWH, showing the energy 
in the thermocline oil storage system which 
can be used when required. 

Each visual display requires some data that has already been logged 

and stored in a digital format. The data is retrieved from storage and 

algebraic manipulation is performed on it in order to obtain the desired 
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decimal value. This value must also be converted to a format that is 

compatible with the LED readout before it can be properly displayed. 

2.2 Data Acquisition System Approaches 

There are many avenues of approach that can be used to transform 

the analog signal from an instrumentation sensor into digital data that 

can be conveniently stored and later retrieved for analysis. The data 

acquisition system that was specified for the ADVS, utilizing signal 

conditioning interfaces, time multiplex scanners, digital conversion 

equipment, and a system controller is one approach that achieves the 

desired results. 

The details of construction and operation of electrical trans-

ducers available in industry will not be presented in this paper. 

There are many good sources in which electrical transducer techniques 

and practices are thoroughly discussed [1]. The thermocouple sensors 

used for temperature measurement produce a voltage signal from 0-100 

millivolts over a range of -250°C to 1400°C. The type K, chromel-

alumel thermocouple, is almost linear over its range of operation. 

The pressure sensors produce signals in either the millivolt or milli-

amp range, depending on the type of sensor used. They cover a range of 

0-2000 psia. The flow meters produce a signal in the 0-10 volt range 

while the solar pyrheliometers produce a signal in the 0-25 millivolt 

range. The weather instrumentation has built-in signal conditioning 

circuitry that produces output signals in volts or milliamps, as de-

sired. 

Several operations are normally performed on signals before they 

are suitable for further processing or conversion to digital format. 

The initial conditioning operation is signal conversion, that is, the 

standardization of all signals to fit a common format. A standard 

voltage range is specified for signals to be processed so that voltage 

signals that are outside this range or current signals must be properly 

conditioned. Thermocouple, flow meter, and pressure sensor outputs, 

in most cases, should be linearized over their range before they can 

be digitized. Compensation functions can be used to linearize the 
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thermocouple process variable while square-root extractors are used 

with flow instruments. Once the signal is linearized, then a span 

and zero reference is established. The span is the range of the pro-

cess variable, minimum and maximum, that is equivalent to the range 

of the normal standardized system input. Many other algebraic functions 

can be performed on analog instrument signals before digitization. Cir-

cuits which perform these functions are called auxiliaries. They in-

clude linearization and square-root extractors as previously mentioned, 

as well as other elementary operations of algebra. Analog computing 

auxiliaries are used to derive new quantities - such as Btu, efficiency, 

and other generally unmeasurable states of the process - from the 

measured variables [2]. 

The dynamic signal disturbance that is independent of the true or 

desired value of what is being measured is called noise. Proper wiring 

techniques, along with shielding and grounding procedures must be observ-

ed in order to reduce or eliminate noise in the transducer signal [3, 4, 

5]. Different filtering techniques may also be employed to reduce or 

eliminate unwanted noise in the transducer signal [6]. 

After appropriate signal conversion, conditioning, and processing, 

the analog signal is ready to be converted to an equivalent digital val-

ue. The digital value can then be read into a microprocessor and stored 

in memory. There are four basic approaches to analog-to-digital (A/D) 

conversion schemes. The first approach is to multiplex the analog sig-

nal after proper signal conditioning. The signal then goes through the 

sample hold circuit and A/D converter to become a digital output. The 

second scheme multiplexes the analog signal before signal conditioning. 

A common instrumentation amplifier conditions the signal before it goes 

to the sample hold and A/D circuits. A third approach uses sample hold 

circuits after each signal-conditioning device before the signal enters 

the multiplexer. The signal then goes through the A/D converter, which 

produces a digital output. The fourth scheme, using parallel conversion, 

transfers the multiplexing task from the analog to the digital domain. 

Signal conditioning, A/D conversion, and necessary logic circuits are 

utilized before the digital multiplexer unit [7]. 
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The preceding discussion emphasizes the options available for 

data acquisition systems, the appropriate signal conversion, condi-

tioning and processing modules, and IC's needed to build up a system 

may be purchased. Basic modular/PC board subsystems necessary to con-

figure a system maybe purchased or we can purchase a complete system 

that will meet our specifications. 

The first two alternatives require a great deal of engineering 

to implement the circuitry for appropriate signal conditioning and A/D 

conversion, and the necessary interface and control hardware for a 

microprocessor or minicomputer-controlled system. Software engineering 

will also require considerable time and expense in order to develop the 

necessary assembly language programming to control the overall system 

and provide appropriate data conversion. Lusk has developed an automated 

data acquisition system using a minicomputer, basic module/PC board sub-

assemblies, and programmable test equipment [8]. This approach is 

limited to the number of channels that can be input into the test equip-

ment. The speed and accuracy of data logging is also limited by the 

test equipment and the software control program. The minicomputer and 

associated components will also be more expensive than the purchase of 

a microprocessor-controlled system that is designed to meet our speci-

fications. 

The alternative method to the digital approach which would be less 

expensive is to remain in the analog domain. The analog inputs could 

be fed into a scanner and the data recorded on strip charts or paper 

tape. Of course, this method is slow, inaccurate, and would not be 

capable of logging and storing large amounts of data collected during 

each day of operation. A microprocessor-controlled data acquisition 

system can meet our specifications for fast, accurate data logging. 

2.3 Real-time Programming Aspects 

Another requirement for our DAS is the capability of real-time 

software programming. A sequential programming approach would take data 

from a given number of channels in sequence on a one-time basis. Each 

time data logging was required, the program would be run. The discrete 
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time approach is very limited with respect to the frequency and repe-

tition of data-taking. The data logged during each program run would 

be stored in memory or processed as necessary. Each time the program 

was run, new provisions would have to be made for proper data storage 

format and location in memory. The simple sequential program for data 

acquisition then involves data input, data processing, and data out-

put. Sequential programming methods do not permit rapid data logging 

for different data bases with variable periodic logging frequencies. 

Nor do these methods permit the transfer of data storage control from 

one device to another without loss of continuity of data logging if 

one storage medium becomes full. 

Real-time programming permits interaction among the environment, 

operators, and software on an as-needed basis. The environment contains 

sensors and actuators. Some of these are monitored and controlled di-

rectly by operators others by software. In addition, operators interact 

with the software by inputting data or queries and obtaining output data 

or answers in some form [9]. The basis of this interaction is called 

interrupt capability. Some outside signal from a device will interrupt 

the software programming execution in* order to perform a service for 

that device. Interrupts can occur on a random basis and can permamently 

or temporarily alter the program execution sequence. The purpose of 

real-time programming is to process interrupt service routines and tasks 

according to time limits previously defined. 

The interrupts needed for our system thus far have been specified 

as (a) periodic data logging rates required for four data bases and 

(b) operator input to change the sampling frequency as required by the 

ADVS operating mode. 

Two more interrupt service routines will also be needed to satis-

factorily meet our real-time programming needs. A vast amount of data 

will be taken during a given operating day for the ADVS. This data 

will be transferred from the DAS controUer to flexible disks for tem-

porary storage. When one disk is full, data stroage control must be 

transferred to another flexible disk drive in a way that will maintain 

continuity of data flow to the storage medium. A real-time interrupt 
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is required that would cause a rapid tansfer of control without 

operator action and without loss of continuity in the data storage 

transfer. 

The last interrupt that is needed is one that would permit the 

operator to stop program execution. The program is set to run at the 

start of daily operation by operator action. The length of each op-

erating day varies throughout the year. Therefore, the operator must 

have a means of stopping the program when the ADVS is shutdown in the 

evening. A stop-program interrupt would cause the program to go to a 

stop statement and would be initiated by operator action at the system 

controller. 

Some of the data logged during program execution must be processed 

at the time it is taken in order to provide the necessary values to 

update the visual display. The necessary algebraic manipulations and 

calculations must be placed in the main software program to permit 

these algorithms to be serviced as time permits. The interrupt service 

routines would be placed outside of the main program and serviced on 

demand. When these routines have been completed, the program execution 

would return to the main program and complete the algorithms necessary 

to update the visual display board. This feature is another benefit 

of real-time programming capabilities. 

The real-time programming necessary for data logging with the 

requirements needed can be accomplished through interrupt tasks. The 

initial sampling rates for the four data bases is achieved by clock • 

interrupts that will interrupt program execution after a given period 

of time has elapsed. Operator interrupts through keyboard access will 

change the sampling frequency and cause the program to stop execution 

when required. A special interrupt flag that senses when a file is 

full on a flexible disk will cause the data stroage transfer process 

to shift to the second flexible disk drive unit. 

2.4 Data Processinq and Storage 

The treatment of the data logged and inititally stored in the 

system controller memory will determine how effectively we may utilize 
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the intermediate data storage medium and how efficiently we may use the 

main frame computer data processing time. A vast amount of data is log-

ged by the DAS in a relatively short span of time. There are various 

methods of handling this data to achieve optimum efficiency and effect-

iveness. 

The first method logs data in a binary format and stores it on 

the intermediate storage medium in the same format. Data is transferred 

most rapidly when it remains in a binary format once it has been con-

verted from the analog domain. The binary format can be defined with a 

certain degree of precision which will decrease the word length for 

each data entry, thereby decreasing the amount of memory required for 

a given number of data points. Binary data can also be transferred in 

a block, matrix or array as a unit, thereby decreasing the time required 

to transfer it from the system controller to the intermediate storage 

device. The main disadvantage of this method of data handling is the 

lack of any means to keep track of the data being transferred to memory. 

Since no files or records are used and no specific labels permitted in 

this binary data array, there is no useful means of determining which 

data base the data entries are from, what instrument channels they re-

present, or what time of the day the data was taken. Main frame com-

puter processing time is greatly increased because the main frame com-

puter must convert all entries to a decimal format and then perform 

the necessary conversion algorithms or calculations to yield the de-

sired process variable. This sequence results in inefficient use of 

expensive processing time. 

The second method converts data to decimal format after it is log-

ged, then it is tranferred to the storage medium. This method is slower 

than the direct transfer of binary data to the storage medium, but it 

does permit accurate record keeping of data entries from each data base. 

Because data words are not specified as to precision or length, memory 

is not conserved as effectively as defining full or short precision. 

Each data base can be designated as a file on the intermediate storage 

medium and each record or data scan can be labeled by using the actual 

time the data was taken as a data entry designator. Each data base 
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group can be transferred as a matrix array which still permits fast 

and efficient information transfer to the intermediate storage medium. 

Of course, the subsequent data processing time required for the main 

frame computer data base management task is increased because data con-

version from decimal values to process variables and algebraic algo-

rithms to determine efficiency, etc. must be performed by the larger 

computer. 

The third method for data processing and storage is to provide 

necessary software for the DAS system controller to convert all data 

logged from the initial analog values to subsequent process variable 

values and to execute the necessary algorithms to determine the sec-

ondary variable values such as efficiency, Btu, or power in KW, as 

required. These final process and secondary variable values would be 

transferred to the intermediate storage medium. This scheme takes the 

longest to accomplish, utilizes a great deal of memory in the DAS 

microprocessor controUer, and would not use the main frame computer 

for any data base management task. Much time would be necessary to 

convert each analog input value to a binary value then to a decimal 

value and finally to the desired process variable. For example, the 

algorithm used to convert a digital voltage from a thermocouple chan-

nel to a temperature reading in degrees Fahrenheit requires a 9th-

degree polynomial equation for its implementation. A considerable 

amount of time - at 20 milliseconds per conversion - would be needed to 

convert the digital millivolt signal from sixty or more thermocouple 

channels (per scan) to temperature values in degrees Fahrenheit. Like-

wise, each instrument channel digital value would be converted to a pro-

cess variable value for each scan logged and would require a conversion 

algorithm. The necessary algorithm that would be required to yield the 

secondary variable values would be lengthy and would utilize much 

microprocessor memory. Some programs might have to be stored on external 

storage devices and called as needed. Considering the number of data 

channels logged per scan, the number of scans taken during a day's oper-

ation, and the number of algorithms necessary to produce the process 
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variable values and subsequent secondary variable values, this scheme is 

yery impractical. 

We may conclude that the second method is the most viable one for 

effective and efficient data processing and storage. Some trade-offs 

must be made. Data accountability is ensured at the sacrifice of fast 

data logging using binary format. Intermediate storage medium economy 

is sacrificed when using full precision arrays and decimal format. 

More main frame computer time is required when data is in decimal format 

rather than as process variables. 

2.5 The HP 3052A Data Acquisition System 

The best approach for fast, accurate sampling, digital conversion, 

data processing, and storage is to use a complete system that is re-

latively inexpensive and will require minimum hardware and software 

engineering effort. The Hewlitt-Packard 3052A Automatic Data Acqui-

sition System is just such a system. The HP 9845A desk top computer 

has been chosen as the system controller. The foUowing components 

were also selected: HP 3437A high speed 3-1/2 digit system voltmeter 

(SVM), HP 3455A 6-1/2 digit digital voltmeter (DVM); HP 3495A multi-

plex channel scanner; and the Ideas System 4600 9-track tape drive 

unit. The HP 9845A has the HP-IB interface card option which is 

utilized to control the multiple-channel scanners, instrument volt-

meters, and the tape drive unit. The HP-IB is Hewlitt-Packard's imple-

mentation of the lEEE Std 488-1978 interface bus. An additional in-

strument, compatible with the HP-IB interface, has been built to pro-

vide an interactive numerical display interface for the visual display 

of pertinent information [10]. Two model HP 9885 flexible disk drive 

units are used for the intermediate storage medium. The system con-

figuration is illustrated in Figure 2.3. 

The 9845A desk top computer comes with HP-enhanced BASIC language, 

CRT with full graphics and printing, a fuU page thermal printer, dual 

tape cartridge drives, and 62K bytes of user read-write memory. The 

tape cartridge drives have 217K bytes of storage per cartridge. The 

BASIC language is conversational, widely known, and easy to learn and 
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use. The HP BASIC is enhanced with many features of the FORTRAN lan-

guage. Some of the enhancements include subprograms, array operations, 

IF-THEN statements, interrupt capability, and multicharacter identi-

fiers. Some of the programming capabilities of the HP 9845A controller 

are: ease-of editing, which provides immediate feedback on syntax 

and program errors with simple keyboard changes; buffered I/O, for 

increased system throughput; priority interrupt, for system instruments 

that require attention at unpredictable times; time out, to permit 

alternative action if an instrument does not respond within a given 

time; error trapping, which prevents anticipated error conditions from 

bringing the program to a premature stop; auto start, which automatically 

loads a prerecorded program into memory and runs the program when the 

power switch of the controller is turned on; and an interactive key-

board, which allows the operator to perform extensive calculations inde-

pendently of a running program. The auto start feature allows the 

system to recover from a power failure by automatically loading and run-

ning the first tape file when power is restored. The interactive key-

board permits debugging programs and changing program variables while 

program execution is in progress. Listing and recording all programs 

and call subroutines can be accomplished without interrupting data 

acquisition tasks. 

Plug-in Read-Only-Memories (ROM) which provide flexibility to 

change the capability of the data acquisition system at any time are 

available. The I/O ROM gives the HP 9845A controller the ability to 

operate the HP-IB instrumentation. The I/O ROM provides both general 

and extended I/O capabilities. It features basic input/output, binary 

I/O, buffered I/O using interrupt, fast handshake and direct memory ac-

cess (DMA), direct I/O to a string or array, programmable vectored 

interrupt control, complete HP-IB control, interface control, bit manip-

ulation functions, and radix conversions. The Mass Storage ROM pro-

vides drivers to communicate with the 9885M/S Flexible Disk Drives. 

The BASIC language commands for this storage medium are resident in the 

HP 9845A. The Graphics ROM provides the statements necessary to create 

graphical images on the CRT or peripheral plotters. These commands make 
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simple plotting easy while providing capability for sophisticated repre-

sentations. 

Input/Output cards which are designed to meet a variety of inter-

facing needs for the HP 9845A system controller are also provided. The 

Sixteen-Bit Parallel I/O provides the HP 9845A with a latched 16-bit 

input data bus for bidirectional transfer of information. Input/output 

transfer can be in a 16-bit word format or in two independent 8-bit 

bytes. Enabling/disabling and interrupt priority are controlled by 

software commands. Extended control and status lines are available for 

applications that require more than one signal from the 9845A controller. 

These signals, combined with fuU-word or byte-data transfer modes, al-

low interfacing to a variety of equipment. The Sixteen-Bit Parallel 

I/O card is used to interface the 9885M/S flexible disk drives to the 

system controller. 

The HP-IB interface card allows the 9845A controller to communicate 

via the HP-IB with as many as twelve compatible instruments per inter-

face. The interface card utilizes the controlling processor to provide 

efficient management of interface bus protocol. The I/O ROM accesses 

all the capabilities of the HP-IB card in order to provide peripheral 

interrupt for service requests and data transfer at rates up to 45K 

bytes/second. The Real-Time Clock Interface adds real time reference 

and time related control capabilities to the HP 9845A System. It pro-

vides real time information in the form of month, day, hours, minutes, 

and seconds, and also real time in U. S. or European format. It pro-

vides four independent timing units which can be used in the interrupt 

or counting mode and allows direct I/O operations using an external 

connector. It can also provide status monitoring and synchronization 

of the four independent timing units. Four timing units are available 

to access the external I/O lines - four external trigger lines (output) 

and four external gate lines (input). Interrupt can occur (using these 

units) at a specified real time, after a specified time delay, at a 

specified periodic interval, or at any combination of the preceding, 

in order to request service from the HP 9845A System. 
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The HP 3437A System Voltmeter (SVM) is a high speed 3-1/2 digit 

DC voltmeter which provides precisely timed high speed sample and hold 

readings. It can perform a variety of tasks from scanning sample DC 

inputs at up to 1000 channels/second to AC waveform analysis of fre-

quency components up to 1 MHz. It has capabilities of 4800 readings 

per second for a single input or 1000 readings/second for a scanned 

input. It also has a built-in trigger delay that can be programmed 

from 0.1 microsecond to 1 second. 

The HP 3455A Digital Voltmeter (DVM) is a 5-1/2 or 6-1/2 digital 

integrating voltmeter with high accuracy, good sensitivity, high noise 

rejection and speed. Its AC, DC, and resistance measurement capability 

reduces the amount of necessary signal conditioning. It can measure 

21 channels/second on the DC function and provide an effective common-

mode rejection ratio of greater than 120 dB. 

The HP 3495A Scanner is connected to scan the voltmeter inputs and 

can provide contact closure outputs for control of external devices. 

The scanner is specifically designed to preserve the signal quality of 

low level inputs with very low thermal emf, high DC insolation, and high 

common-mode rejection. Signal conditioning should not be required, and 

tranducer inputs can be connected directly to the scanner. Each scanner 

mainframe can hold up to 80 channels. There are optional relay assem-

blies that permit customization to meet specific applications. The 

Twenty Channel Low Thermal Relay Assembly contains 20 three-pole input 

channels and is designed to switch voltages below 42v peak. Very low 

offset voltages are maintained throughout the assembly permitting low 

level switching capabilities. Each scanner mainframe can contain four 

of these twenty-channel options to provide a maximum of 30 channels. 

Thermocouple compensation is added to the 20 channel low thermal assem-

bly in the Nineteen Channel Reference Assembly with Thermocouple Com-

pensation. As isothermal block, which connects to the 20-channel relay 

card, acts as a reference junction for up to 19 thermocouple connections. 

The remaining channel measures the temperature of the reference junction 

with a built-in thermistor. This temperature information can then be 

used for automatic reference junction compensation. The High Speed ' 
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Controller Board option adds high speed capability to the HP 3495A 

Scanner. When triggered by an external device, such as the 3437A System 

Voltmeter, switching speeds of up to 1000 channels/second can be ob-

tained. The SVM provides a suitable trigger signal to switch from one 

channel to the next and initiate measurements at precicely the right 

time. 

The Ideas System 4600 9-track Magnetic Tape System is used to store 

all data logged during daily operation for subsequent off-site data base 

management on a large computer. This tape system is HP-IB compatible 

and is controlled by the HP 9845A computer. It utilizes a 9-track 

magnetic tape with non-return-to-zero inverted (NRZI) format. It re-

cords data at 800 bpi and is IBM and ANSI compatible. Data is read off 

of the flexible disks onto the magnetic tape and the tape is transported 

to the main frame computer for data processing. 

The last device on the HP-IB bus provides an interactive numerical 

display interface for the visual display board. Data is placed on the 

HP-IB bus in BCD format and routed to one of six separate addresses 

through a multiplex circuit. 

The intermediate data storage medium is the HP 9885 Flexible Disk 

Drive System. It provides a convenient, reliable and low-cost method 

of transferring data and programs to and from the desk top computer at 

high speeds. The HP 9885 is random access, removable, mass storage de-

vice with a capacity of up to 500,000 bytes per disk, and the removable, 

low-cost media provide unlimited storage. The Master Flexible Disk 

Drive contains a built-in controller, and up to three Slave Drive Units 

can be connected to the master. Double-density read/write on the 

flexible disk enhances access rate and increases total storage capacity. 

The HP 9885M/S System reliability is enhanced by the write-verify fea-

ture that, when turned on, ensures that the information recorded on the 

flexible disk is identical to the source information in the desk top 

computer memory. 

The DVM and SVM have function and range settings that can be pro-

grammed from the desk top calculator via the HP-IB. One means of en-

suring an optimum speed for data logging is to specify that all analog 
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input signals are of the same type (i.e., either AC or DC and within a 

specific voltage range). Signal conditioning is, therefore, required 

for the pressure and flow signals that are current values or voltage 

values above the specified range. It is also required for the meteoro-

logical signals that are outside of our required range. Since the 

majority of transducers are thermocouples, with an output less than 100 

millivolts, this value was chosen as the maximum value for all analog 

input signals. Precision resistance voltage dividers were installed in 

the necessary channels to yield the proper range of signal values. 

Precision resistors were installed in the 4-20 milliamp current loops 

in order to develop the voltage range necessary for the voltmeter input 

1imit. 

Necessary conversion factors and linearization algorithms can easily 

be incorporated in the software programming. This feature permits fast, 

accurate data logging and the option to utilize software to yield pro-

cess values on a real time basis or later on,during off-site data pro-

cessing. Also, complicated hardware circuitry is eliminated from the 

input circuitry. 

The HP 3052A Data Acquisition System permits fast, accurate data 

logging on a real time basis using the flexible disk as an intermediate 

storage medium and the 9-track magnetic tape as the final storage me-

dium for future off-site data processing. The analog data is initially 

digitized and then entered in the HP 9845A controller memory in an ar-

ray format as digitized data. It is subsequently transferred to the 

flexible disk drives during program execution. At the end of the 

operating day, the data on the flexible disk medium is transferred to 

the 9-track magnetic tape. 

Necessary software must be developed for the initial start up and 

checkout of the DAS, subsequent data logging operation throughout the 

day, then data transfer from the disks to the magnetic tape. Real-time 

programming capabilities must be incorporated into the daily logging 

program to permit all the following: periodic interrupts from the 

clock for each data base, operator interrupts to change the sampling 

frequency, an interrupt routine to change data flow from one flexible 
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disk drive to the other and finally, an operator interrupt to stop pro-

gram execution. Routines must also be incorporated in the main data 

logging program that will update the visual display periodically 

throughout the day. Software programming is developed in detail in 

Chapter III, along with the necessary explanation of how each part of 

the program routines work. 

2.6 Potential Problems and Some Solutions 

The HP 3052A System has several microprocessors employed in various 

ways throughout the system. These are two microprocessors in the 9845A 

system controller, one in each High Speed Controller Option for the 3495 

Scanner, one in the 3437A System Voltmeter, and one in the Ideas System 

4600 tape drive unit for a total of six. All digital electronic equip-

ment is sensitive to voltage transients and spikes that are caused by 

line surges or the starting of large motors on the electrical system. 

Necessary precautions must be taken to reduce the effect of these 

surges and spikes by the proper installation of isolation or regulation 

transformers. 

Signal noise is also troublesome on low voltage signal sources. 

Proper grouding techniques must be employed in order to eliminate un-

wanted noise on thermocouple transducers and other low voltage sources. 

The guard connection on the low thermal relay for each channel provides 

a path for signal nosie and, subsequently for high impedance isolation 

from the low-voltage signal. 

The SVM is unable to attenuate the high common mode noise enough 

to accurately read the low voltages on the input transducers at the 

high scan rate. Therefore, it was necessary to employ the DVM ex-

clusively for all data logging. The scan rates were limited and 

specifications had to be modified in order to get reliable and ac-

curate readings from the DVM. The highest scan rate for Base la was 

reduced to all channels every ten seconds. The DVM does not have 

the high scan rate capability but did yield very accurate measure-

ments at the modified scan rate. 
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2.7 Summary 

The Automated Data Acquisition System will gather data to monitor 

system performance, determine overall ADVS efficiency, provide a data 

base for direct correlation to a large-scale thermal power system, and 

provide a visual display of some plant parameters for operator aid. 

Several avenues of approach can be used in the analog-to-digital 

signal conversion. The discrete circuit approach requires signal con-

version, conditioning, linearization, and processing to prepare an an-

alog signal for digitizing. Digitizing can be accomplished using one 

of four basic circuit configurations. Another approach requires the 

purchase of basic subsystems that can be configured to accomplish the 

desired results. A third approach is to purchase a complete system that 

has the necessary equipment to digitize the input signals and automat-

ically log and store them on a magnetic medium. A microprocessor-con-

trolled data acquisition system can meet the requirements for fast, ac-

curate data logging. Real-time programming capabilities will allow 

interaction between the environment, operator, and software on an as-

needed basis. The data processing and storage scheme that results in an 

efficient use of the DAS, intermediate storage medium, and the off-

site computing facility requires that data be stored in a numerical 

full-precision array. This scheme reduces the data logging time, 

maximizes the amount of data that can be stored on the intermediate 

storage medium, and utilizes the off-site computing facility effectively 

for data processing. 

The HP 3052A DAS will log data quickly and accurately, using a 

real-time programming scheme that wiU permit variable sampling fre-

quencies for four separate data bases. Even though the system is 

capable of monitoring 140 channels, the number of channels presently 

monitored has been reduced to 83. Some sensor redundancy has been 

eliminated, while additional data points may be installed at a later 

time. Some instrumentation channels such as strain gauge readings 

and accelerometer data have been eliminated completely. Data Base 

la has sixty-three data channels. Base Ib has twelve inputs while 

Base lc has only eight inputs. Base 2 monitors twelve temperature 
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channels and two flow channels. The system will log data throughout 

the operating day with minimum operator interaction except as needed 

to change the sampling rate, change the flexible disk medium, or stop 

program execution. A program interrupt will cause intermediate storage 

transfer to shift from one flexible disk drive unit to another unit 

when the first disk medium is full. Software programs must be developed 

to incorporate these real-time interrupt features along with proper 

instrumentation and scanner setup and control, flexible disk drive unit 

control, and visual display board update routines. 

The data logged must be accurate and reliable. Sampling rate re-

quirements had to be reduced in order to obtain accurate data using the 

DVM but at the sacrifice of high speed sampling. Regulating trans-

formers had to be installed to ensure a stable supply voltage free of 

surges or spikes. Some signal conditioning was required and proper 

precautions were taken to reduce signal noise interference through 

proper grounding. 



CHAPTER III 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter will describe the initial software development and 

implementation that was employed for the three main programs used in 

the automated data acquisition system. These programs are the basic 

data logger program and two support programs which provide proper chan-

nel operation verification and data transfer from the flexible disks 

to the magnetic tape. The overall operating procedure is also outlined. 

This procedure sets down recommendations for a daily operating routine 

with respect to the DAS and the duties of the operator. Some of the 

problems encountered in the software development are also discussed. 

3.1 The Basic Data Logger Program ("DATDVM") 

The basic data logger program ("DATDVM"), listed in Appendix A, 

will set up and control the instrumentation to permit data to be col-

lected in four modes and on all available channels using the digital 

voltmeter (DVM). The program can be divided into segments and blocks 

which delineate specific operations. The flowchart of this program, 

shown in Figure 3.1, traces program execution and provides a useful 

tool in explaining program implementation. The first section of the 

program (10-660) contains instrument set-up statements, variable labels, 

parameter definitions, and array dimensions. The second section (670-

680) takes the initial data for Base Ib and lc. The third section 

(690-760) enables the clock interrupt and enters a wait loop for inter-

rupt service. This wait loop will provide the best location for the 

necessary algorithms needed to generate numerical data for the visual 

display board. An "END" statement (790) is placed after the wait loop 

to terminate program execution. The main program (10-790) is kept short 

to optimize program execution time. A U necessary subprograms and sub-

routines are outside the main program. The major subroutines include 

the flexible disk changer routine (850-1210), the variable sampling 

period routine (1220-1330), and the clock interrupt service request 

28 
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routine (2030-2450). The data from each data base is collected using 

the appropriate subroutine (1340-1510, 1520-1660, 1670-1840, or 1850-

2020). Defined function subprograms and major subprograms ensure that 

instruments on the HP-IB are present and responding properly (2460-2940), 

initialize all the bus instruments (2580-2670), and set up the individual 

instruments such as the scanner (3180-3240, 3370-3500), voltmeter (2950-

3010, 3029-3080), and the clock (3090-3170) for the desired operations. 

Defined function subprograms return a value from the appropriate volt-

meter to a data array (3250-3300, 3310-3360). 

The initial specifications for the four data bases have been dis-

cussed in Chapter II. The signal conditioning and grouping of the 

analog inputs permit optimum speed for the multiplex scanners and the 

digital voltmeter. The inputs for each data base are hardwired sequen-

tially to the terminal assemblies of the scanner. The scanner looks at 

each channel in succession to read a data base group, thereby reducing 

the time needed to scan a specified number of channels. Signal condi-

tioning is utilized so that all analog inputs are within a specific 

voltage range. The system controller needs to set up the DVM for only 

one voltage function and range, thereby optimizing the time needed to 

read each data base group. 

The optimum use of the DAS and the off-site computer was discussed 

in Chapter II. The decision to record data as voltage values and then 

use off-site processing time to convert these values to process variables 

and secondary variables permits data to be logged efficiently. The ther-

mistor that is used to provide a reference junction temperature is grouped 

with data Base Ib. The system controller sets up the DVM to take this 

thermistor reading whenever Base Ib is scanned. The returned value is 

resistance, measured in ohms, and stored in the Base Ib array at a spe-

cific location. The reference junction temperature measures ambient 

room temperature and therefore does not change rapidly. It need only be 

scanned every ten minutes and yet will still provide the necessary ref-

erence data for all the thermocouples in Base la that are scanned every 

twenty seconds. 
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A brief description of the procedure necessary to log data for one 

channel will provide a clearer understanding of how the system controller 

operates the scanner and voltmeter. The DVM is designed to read inputs 

accurately but at a relatively slow rate. Initially, the system con-

troller sets up the DVM for the proper function and range which,in this 

case, will be for a DC voltage in the millivolt range. A FOR-NEXT loop 

is created that will permit the scanner to sequence through the channels 

of a particular data base. The first value represents the first chan-

nel to be read. The scanner is set up to read one channel at a time by 

opening the relay contacts of the previous channel read before closing 

the contacts of the present channel. A defined function subprogram is 

called that causes the DVM to read the present channel and to return 

that value to a specific location in a data array. The array is dimen-

sioned to be full precision so as to contain the full accuracy of the 

data logged. The real time clock is also read once the FOR-NEXT loop 

is finished. The time is entered into the array to provide a means of 

keeping track of the data as it is logged. Each time a data base sub-

routine is called and data for a particular base is logged, a record 

is then printed or transferred to the appropriate file on the flexible 

disk as an entire array. 

The real time clock has four timing units which can be programmed 

in the interrupt mode. In the part of the program used to initialize 

the instruments, the four timing units are defined as output ports for 

interrupt operation. It is desired to have interrupt service period-

ically to meet the data base sampling frequencies desired. A subprogram 

called "TIME" will set up each timing unit to generate a continuing 

stream of interrupts at regular periods. The initial data logger pro-

gram defines the period as a variable and permits the operator to change 

it,as well as the sampling frequency as desired. The real-time clock is 

assigned a priority and when an interrupt trigger from it occurs, the 

program will branch to the interrupt handler subroutine. First, the 

clock interrupt trigger will be read as an 8-bit word. The last four 

bits are always zero for the trigger code. The first four bits repre-

sent the trigger outputs from the timing units. Then, a trigger code 
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TRIGGER CODE 

XXXXOOOO 

0001 

0010 

0100 

1000 

0011 

0101 

0110 

0111 

TABLE 3.1 

INTERRUPT PROCESSING ROUTINE 

SUBROUTINE 

none 
1 

Fla 

F2 

Ml 

M2 

Flaf2 

Flaml 

F2ml 

Flaf2ml 

1001 

1010 

1011 

1100 

1101 

1110 

1111 

EXPLANATION 

no interrupt-return to 
main program. 

log data Base la. 

log data Base 2. 

log data Base Ib. 

log data Base lc. 

log data Base la and 
then log data Base 2. 

log data Base la and 
then log data Base Ib. 

log data Base 2 and 
then log data Base Ib. 

log data Base la and 
then log data Base 2 
and then log data Base 
Ib. 

Flam2 

F2m2 

Flaf2m2 

Mlm2 

Flamlm2 

F2mlm2 

Flaf2mlm2 

log data 
then log 

log data 
then log 

log data 
then log 
then log 

log data 
then log 

log data 
then log 
and then 
lc. 

log data 
then log 
and then 
lc. 

log data 
then log 
then log 
and then 
lc. 

Base la and 
data Base lc. 

Base 2 and 
data Base lc. 

Base la and 
data Base 2 and 
data Base lc. 

Base Ib and 
data Base lc. 

Base la and 
data Base Ib 
log data Base 

Base 2 and 
data Base Ib 
log data Base 

Base la and 
data Base 2 and 
data Base Ib 
log data Base 
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processing routine will be used to process the interrupts as they occur. 

The binary trigger code and associated subroutines are listed in Table 

3.1. This interrupt processing routine permits processing of both 

individual interrupts and multiple interrupts from the timing units. 

After an interrupt is serviced, the timing units are disabled and a 

check is made for missed interrupts. If any interrupts have been missed, 

they are processed; then the timing unit interrupts are again enabled. 

The HP 9845A desk top computer has thirty-two special function keys 

which can be used to interrupt a running program and cause branching. 

This interrupt capability is declared with an "ON KEY #" statement which 

specifies the branching operation and which key it relates to. The key 

number is an integer in the range of 0 to 31. When a key is pressed and 

an interrupt has been declared for it, the specified branching occurs 

if the designated priority exceeds current system priority. The prior-

ity determines the order in which multiple interrupts are serviced. The 

range is 1 through 15. The higher the priority, the sooner the inter-

rupt is serviced. If no priority is specified, it is assumed to be 1. 

Pressing a key with a lower priority will interrupt a routine enabled 

by a key with a higher priority. The lower priority routine is finished 

after the higher priority one is complete. Three keys are defined to 

permit the operator to change the sampling frequency for Base la. Like-

wise, three keys are defined to change the sampling frequency for Base 

2. A seventh key is defined that allows the operator to terminate pro-

gram execution by interrupting the program and branching to an "END" 

statement. It is assigned the highest priority. A special function 

key is also used to permit the operator to acknowledge that he has re-

moved the filled flexible disk medium and placed and empty disk medium 

in the drive unit. 

One-dimensional arrays are used to hold the data that is returned 

by the DVM function subprogram. Each array is dimensioned to provide 

sufficient elements for the number of channels read, and the time (day, 

hour, minute, and second). Data Base Ib has an element reserved for the 

reference junction thermistor resistance value. Each array element is 

defined as a full precision numeric variable. 
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A brief discussion of mass storage operations will explain how the 

intermediate data storage medium is organized for optimum efficiency. 

Mass storage operates through the use of records, which are the smallest 

addressable unit of storage. There are fundamentally three types of re-

cords: physical, defined and logical. Records are stored, or grouped, 

into files. There are many kinds of files, such as program, data, binary 

program, or binary data. A physical record is the unit of storage dealt 

with by the mass storage devices themselves. Bookkeeping and manipula-

tions involving these storage units are handled by the hardware and the 

operating system. Defined records are the smallest units of storage 

which the user can access individually. The actual length of this re-

cord, in bytes, is determined by the user in a special statement. All 

records in a file are necessarily of the same defined size as the one 

the user specifies. Logical records are a structured data concept. In 

this data concept, the records do not exist physically as single units, 

but the user conceives them and uses them as if they were a unit. Logical 

records are actually collections of individual data items which are con-

ceptually grouped. 

The length of a defined record will depend upon the type of numeric 

variables or strings stored. Full-precision numbers require 8 bytes 

each while short-precision numbers and integers require only 4 bytes 

each. String variable lengths vary according to the number of characters 

in the string and overhead needed. Array variables are considered the 

same as individual elements. The number of individual elements is equal 

to the current working dimension of the array. Each element is of the 

length indicated by the array's type, such as full, short, etc. No extra 

bytes are stored to identify information as having been written from an 

array; rather, the arrays are written so that it appears in storage as a 

sequence of individual elements. Thus, it is possible to write some-

thing as an array and later read back the information as individual 

elements into non-array variables. 

A file is a common collection of records. It is a contiguous 

grouping of storage locations on the storage medium. There is a direc-

tory at the beginning of each medium which gives the name, length, and 
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type of each file on it. Each file is in one particular location on the 

medium and all of its records are in order. 

The HP 9845A System permits two modes of data access to mass stor-

age-serial and random. Files which are defined as data can be written 

and read using either access method. It is possible to write a file in 

one mode and read it back in the other. The serial access mode relies 

upon the sequential nature of the data in the file. Data items are 

read or written one after another. With serial access, logical records 

may be of varying lengths. The last data item written by a serial print 

statement is followed by a one-byte end-of-record mark. After the end-

of-record mark is written, the file pointer is positioned at this mark. 

When writing in the serial mode, the operator begins writing immediately 

at the file pointer. The end-of-record mark is written over and each 

item immediately follows the one before it. A serially-written file is 

merely a sequence of data items with no indication where one record ends 

and the following record begins. Serial access is, however, a compact 

method of data storage with a minimum of wasted space. 

Random access is a method which relies upon the fixed-length nature 

of all records in a file. Defined records may be written and read in any 

order. Random access requires that data read or written must be of a 

certain maximum length. Each defined record is assigned a "record num-

ber" for access purposes. Random access files utilize the defined-

record feature of the file's creation to advantage. Records in random 

access are precisely equivalent to defined records of the file. A data 

file is a random access file, just as it is also a serial access file. 

Records are accessed by a "record number". This may be any numeric ex-

pression which, when evaluated and rounded to an integer, arrives at a 

positive number less than or equal to the number of records in the file. 

Each random access record is exactly the length of a defined record in 

the file. It is not possible to write anything in random access unless 

it has the same number or less bytes than a single defined record. This 

method implies that each record is accessed in the same manner as every 

other record, and that the user need not access all preceding records in 

order to get to the one he desires,as he must do when the access method 
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is serial. Unlike the serial method random access has no accessing se-

quence. The user may access records in any order if each record is of a 

fixed length. The user will end up possibly wasting some space within 

a file if he does not use all of the available space in each record. 

Random access is a good method to use with flexible disks. Since each 

record takes approximately the same amount of time to access, widely 

separated records take no longer to access than records that are closer 

together. The random access or serial access mode is determined by the 

user when he defines certain variables in the appropriate print or read 

statement. 

The flexible disk medium is set up using four data files. Each 

file contains the data from a particular data base. One scan of chan-

nels for a data base is recorded in an array with full precision nu-

meric elements. Each scan represents a record in that file. The time, 

entered as an array element, permits accurate bookkeeping of each re-

cord. Serial access is used to permit rapid writing to the storage 

media via sequential operation. Wasted space is also minimized on the 

flexible disk. Since data will be read from the filled disk after the 

data logging is complete for the day, there is no time requirement to 

read the records. Therefore, sequential record accessing can be used 

satisfactorily. 

The files are created using a "CREATE" statement that specifies 

the file designator, the number of defined records, and the record 

length (480-550). The record length is calculated to be the number of 

elements in the appropriate array times eight (8 bytes for full pre-

cision). The number of defined records is a function of sampling speed 

and record length. It is calculated for each file name so that all files 

are filled at approximately the same rate during an average day of oper-

ation. Creating a file causes the file specifier to be entered in the 

directory along with the defined record size, number of records, file 

type and protect code, if any. It also causes an end-of-file (EOF) 

mark to be placed at the beginning of every record in the file. When 

using the file later, some of these marks will be written over, but there 

is still a guarantee of having an EOF indicator somewhere in the file. 
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The "PRINT #" statement allows data to be written to a record in the 

serial access mode. If the record number is specified, then the random 

access mode is employed. 

The EOF mark can be used as a flag to indicate when a file is full 

of data. The "ON END #" statement is used to indicate an action to be 

taken whenever an EOF condition is encountered during record I/O on 

the file number indicated (440-470). The "ON END #" statement permits 

the program to branch to a subprogram or subroutine as necessary. This 

feature will be used in the data logger program to cause the program 

execution to branch to a disk changer subroutine when any one of four 

files is full. This subroutine will cause the files to be closed on 

the full disk, shift the flexible disk drive unit control from the 

operating disk drive to the idle disk drive unit, and open files on the 

disk in the just-activated drive unit. A signal will be given to the 

operator to remind him to insert an empty disk into the now-idle disk 

drive (1020, 1200). This subroutine will permit continuity of data flow 

to the intermediate storage device without interrupting the data acqui-

sition process. 

Mass storage operations can hinder data processing speed. The HP 

9845A System uses buffering to reduce the effects of mass storage op-

erations. There is a 256-byte buffer used in the I/O operation to a 

particular mass storage device. The use of buffers reduces the number 

of physical accesses necessary to transfer information between a mass 

storage device and controller memory. This, in turn, reduces the time 

spent by an executing program waiting for an I/O operation to a file to be 

completed. Additional buffering can be gained by the "BUFFER #" state-

ment for a particular file number. The same effect can be achieved by 

using arrays which can be printed or read as a unit rather than as in-

dividual elements. The "MAT PRINT #" statement is used to transfer 

data as an array (1500, 1650, 1830, 2010). 

The HP 9845A System also has overlapped-processing capability which 

gives the user another means of speeding up the throughput of his pro-

gram. The Overlap I/O mode (70) permits data transfer to mass storage 
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devices while data acquisition, calculations, or decision-making is 

taking place. 

When interrupt service routines are not being processed, program 

execution returns to the main program to process the display board 

algorithms. A detailed description of these algorithms is included to 

aid in understanding the processing requirements and data output format 

used for this operation. Numerical values are extracted from the most 

recent data arrays to provide variable values for the associated second-

ary variable algorithms. These algorithms produce inclination angle, 

solar brightness, steam power, and instantaneous efficiency for the visual 

display board. The necessary interface circuitry and address have been 

provided to display thermal storage energy, but, at the time of writing, 

the thermal storage system was not operational and the algorithm has not 

been written. Each routine is processed as time permits and a numerical 

value displayed at the appropriate address. Since these program state-

ments are in the main program, if an interrupt occurs, program execution 

will exit at the last statement completed and will reenter the main pro-

gram at the next statement. This approach ensures that all of these al-

gorithms will be processed and the visual display board values updated at 

an acceptable rate. 

The inclincation angle is displayed in degrees and shows the 

angle between the sun and the solar receiver axis. Two variables are 

placed into the program by the operator at the start of the day. These 

variables come from an astronomical almanac that gives the coordinates 

of the sun at a number of specific times during the day and throughout 

the year. Ephemeris time is determined from the declination and delta 

time input variables, and subsequently is used to calculate the incli-

nation angle using a trigonometric expression. This expression produces 

a decimal value in degrees. This value is then converted to a binary-

coded-decimal (BCD) representation using Horner's method [11]. The bi-

nary data is output to address 716 on the HP-IB to drive the LED numeric 

display. Table 3.2 is a detailed listing of the inclination angle cal-

culation routine. 
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The output signal values from the two pyrheliometers are extracted 

from data Base la, converted to the process variable (W/m ), and dis-

played to show solar brightness. Again, Horner's method is used to 

convert the decimal value to a BCD format which is sent to the appropri-

ate address. One LED numeric display is used for both pyrheliometers. 

A switch is utilized to route data from either of two registers to the 

displays. Each register has its own address - either 714 for one of the 

sun sensors or 719 for the other. The program listing for the solar 

brightness calculation is in Table 3.3. 

The steam power calculation requires four values from data Base 

la. Receiver exit tube pressure is used to determine the boiling 

point of the loop fluid. Receiver inlet temperature is used to cal-

culate the initial enthalpy of the water going into the receiver. Re-

ceiver exit temperature is used to calculate the enthalpy to the exit 

steam. Branching is provided for either wet steam or superheated steam 

enthalpy calculations. The mass flow rate is calculated from the low 

flow or high flow loop transducer. The steam power produced is a product 

of the mass flow rate and the enthalpy gained by the fluid as it travels 

through the receiver. Horner's method is again used to change the decimal 

value of steam power, in kilowatts, to the required format for display at 

address 717. Table 3.4 lists the routine for the steam power calculation. 

The instantaneous efficiency is determined by calculating the total 

solar incident power from the pyrheliometer inputs and the steam power 

produced by the concentrator-receiver. The ratio of these values will 

produce the instantaneous efficiency in percent. After the decimal 

value is converted to BCD by Horner's method, it is displayed at ad-

dress 718. The instantaneous efficiency routine is listed in Table 3.5. 

3.2 Description of the Support Programs 

3.2A Analoq Output Program ("DTAKVO") 

The analog output program, listed in Appendix B, is used to verify 

proper operation of all channel sensors that are connected to the DAS. 

A flow chart of this program is in Figure 3.2. The scanner and digital 
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TABLE 3.2 

INCLINATION ANGLE CALCULATION ROUTINE 

10 DEG ICALCULATE CONSTANTS FOR COMPUTING INCLINATION ANGLE, BRIGHTNESS 

20 INPUT "ENTER Declination", Delta_declin 

30 INPUT "ENTER Delta T", Delta_time 

40 Lambda=33.625 

50 Gamma=15 

60 Constant=Lambda-Gamma 

70 Cosconst=COS(Constant)*COS(Delta_declin) 

80 Sinconst=SIN(Constant)*SIN(Delta_declin) 

90 GOSUB Get_time ICALCULATE INCLINATION ANGLE; Refresh time variables 

100 DEG 

110 Tk=VAL(T$[7,8])+VAL(T$[10,ll])/60+VAL(T$[13,14])/3600 

120 Tk=Tk*15 

130 Tk=Tk-Delta_time 

140 Tau=Tk-180 

150 Cos_incl_angle=Cosconst*COS(Tau)+Sinconst 

160 Solution=ACS(Cos_incl_angle) 

170 Decl=INT(Solution/10) 

180 Dec2=(Solution-Decl*10)*10 

190 Bcdl=INT(10*FRACT(Decl/10))+INT(Decl/10)*16 

200 IF Bcdl 16 THEN Bcdl=Bcdl+240 iClear leading zero 

210 Bcd2=INT(10*FRACT(Dec2/10))+INT(Dec2/10)*16 

220 OUTPUT 716 USING "#,B"; Bcdl,Bcd2 lOutput valve to display board 
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TABLE 3.3 

SOLAR BRIGHTNESS CALCULATION ROUTINE 

10 RAD 

20 Ro2=Datala(55+l)/7.62E-6 iCALCULATE SOLAR BRIGHTNESS 

30 Ro4=Datala(56+l)/9.12E-6 

40 Decl=INT(Rol/100) 

50 Dec2=R02-Decl*100 

60 Dec3=INT(R04/100) 

70 Dec4=Ro4-Dec3*100 

80 Bcdl=INT(10*FRACT(Decl/10))+INT(Decl/10)*10 

90 IF Bcdl<16 THEN Bcdl=Bcdl+240 lClear leading zero 

100 Bcd2=INT(10*FRACT(Dec2/10))+INT(Dec2/10)*16 

110 Bcd3=INT(10*FRACT(Dec3/10))+INT(Dec3/10)*16 

120 IF Bcd3<16 THEN Bcd3=Bcd3+240 lClear leading zero 

130 Bcd4=INT(10*FRACT(Dec4/10))+INT(Dec4/10)*15 

140 OUTPUT 714 USING "#,B";Bcdl ,Bcd2 iSend values to display board 

150 OUTPUT 719 USING "#,B";Bcd3,Bcd4 



TABLE 3.4 

STEAM POWER CALCULATION ROUTINE 

10 Pressure=Datala(41)*1.53E4+2.72 lCalculate steam power 

20 BoiljDoint=587-.105*(1400-Pressure)-3.7E-ll*(1400-Pressure)A4 

30 TempJn=4.6E4*Datala(8) 

40 Hea t j n= 10.5+. 676*Temp J n+5.58-4*Temp J nA2 

50 Temp_out=4.6E4*Datala(13) 

60 IF>Temp_out Boil_point+5 THEN 100 

70 IF<Temp_out Bo i l j30 in t -5 THEN 140 

80 Heat_out=0 

90 GOTO 150 

100 Heat_out=1785+.0125*(1400-Pressure)-.562*(1500-Temp_out) 

110 Heat_out=Heat_out+(1400-Pressure)*(1500_Temp_out)*3.5E-5 

120 Heat_out=Heat_out-(Pressure-140)*(1500-Temp_out)*9.5E-14 

130 GOTO 150 

140 Heat_out=10.5+.676*Temp_out+5.58E-4*Temp_outA2 

150 HeatjDOwer=Datala(47)*(Heat_out-Heat_in)/.032 iDecimal adj(*10) 

160 Hout_decl=INT(Heatj3Ower/100) 

170 Hout_dec2=HeatjDower-Hout_decl*100 

180 Bcdl=INT(10*FRACT(Hout_decl/10))+INT(Hout_decl/10)*16 

190 IF Bcdl<16 THEN Bcdl=Bcdl+240 lClear leading zero 

200 Bcd2=INT(10*FRACT(Hout_dec2/10))+INT(Hout_dec2/10)*16 

210 OUTPUT 717 USING "# ,B" ; Bcdl,Bcd2 
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TABLE 3.5 

INSTANTANEOUS EFFICIENCY CALCULATION ROUTINE 

10 Effcy_dvsr=Ro2*Cos_inc_angle lCalculate efficiency 

20 IF Effcy_dvsr>Heat_out*3.14E4 THEN 50 

30 Effcy=9990 

40 GOTO 60 

50 Effcy=Heat_out/Effcy_dvsr iDecimal adjusted for display output (*10) 

60 Effcy_decl=INT(Effcy/100) 

70 Effcy_dec2=Effcy-Effcy_decl8100 

80 Bcdl=INT(10*FRACT(Effcy_decl/10))+INT(Hout_decl/10)*16 

90 IF Bcdl<16 THEN Bcdl=Bcdl+240 lClear leading zero 

100 Bcd2=INT(10*FRACT(Effcy_dec2/10))_INT(Hout_dec2/10)*16 

110 OUTPUT 718 USING "#,B" ;Bcdl,Bcd2 
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voltmeter are programmed to take one scan of each data base (2530-2700). 

The thermistor for the reference junction is also read (2570-2590). The 

subprogram that converts thermocouple miUivolt outputs to temperature 

reading in °F (910-920, 2900-3230, 3380-3390) is called for each chan-

nel with a thermocouple transducer. Conversion factors are developed 

for each pressure, flow, and meteorological transducer (990-1640). The 

appropriate subroutine is called, using IF-THEN statements, to calculate 

the required process variable. All of these values are printed out with 

their appropriate units, transducer millivolt value, and transducer iden-

tification number (170-320, 1650-2500). A quick check of these values 

will indicate whether or not the transducer has failed. This program is 

run at the start up of the ADVS at the beginning of each operating day 

and at the end of the day before the system is shutdown. 

3.2B Data Transfer Program ("TPDVM") 

The data transfer program, listed in Appendix C, is run after all 

data has been collected and the ADVS shutdown. A flow chart of this pro-

gram is in Figure 3.3. This program will transfer data collected by the 

basic data logger program from the flexible disk media to the 9-track 

magnetic tape. The first segment of this program (10-240) defines vari-

ables, dimensions data arrays, and sets up the tape drive unit. The 

tape is positioned to the begijining-of-tape mark, and the block size de-

fined (90). The code converter is used to convert ASCII-formatted data 

to the IBM-compatible EBCDIC code. The code converted is either placed 

in operation or turned off (80). Data can be transferred from a flexible 

disk medium that is in either the Master Drive Unit or the Slave Drive 

Unit. Data from all of the flexible disk media filled during the oper-

ating day can be achieved with speed and continuity when both disk drive 

units are used. Four files are defined on each magnetic tape for each 

flexible disk copied (380, 650, 900, 1140). Each file, representing a 

data base, is read from the disk, reformatted and written on to the mag-

netic tape. The data is written to the tape along with a header (460-470) 

and a trailer (630-640) to ensure that only data from one file is written 

to one block. If header and trailer spaces were not provided, then it 
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would be possible to write more than one file in a block if those files 

did not contain many data points. The time and reference junction ther-

mistor resistance value are written at the start of each record (510-530) 

before the data base array is copied to the tape (580-590). The program 

will continue to process disks as long as the operator replaces the 

copied disk with an uncopied one and responds to the inquiries on the 

CRT regarding disks to be processed (1450-1610). Once the processing 

is completed, and end-of-file mark is written and the tape rewound (1630). 

The flexible disk medium used in the HP drive units are not com-

patible with the off-site computer either physically or by the way the 

data is written on the medium. The magnetic tape can store data from 

one or more disk medium, depending upon the number of disks filled 

during a day of operation. The magnetic tape is easy to transport and 

more economical to use than the number of flexible disks needed to re-

place it. 

The Ideas Series 4600 Magnetic Tape System uses a standard 10-1/2 

inch magnetic tape reel and receives data at 800 bpi. It has two ad-

dresses on the HP-IB. One address is for the tape drive unit control, 

while the second address is for data only. All tape control functions 

are performed by sending command codes to the tape system's control 

listen address. Each command code has two letters. These commands will 

position the tape where desired, define the size of the block of infor-

mation to be written, write end-of-file marks, and rewind the tape. 

The Block Size ("BS") and the Write End-of-File ("WE") commands affect 

the way data is recorded on tape and are used to make the tape easy to 

read elsewhere. All information on the IBM-compatible tapes must be 

grouped into "blocks". The 4500 automatically creates these block first 

but must be told what size to use. This is accomplished by sending a 

command such as "BS(n)" to the control address. The number in parenthe-

ses will represent the number of bits of data to be stored in that block. 

Block size must be specified before data is recorded on the magnetic tape 

by the 4600 System. The end-of-file ("WE") mark is placed at the end of 

a recording to mark the end of a set of data. It is automatically re-

cognized during read operation. Both the main computer and the 4600 
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System will stop when a mark is encountered. The HP 9845A desk top com-

uter sends information to the instruments on the HP-IB using the ASCII 

format. Even though this code is used to represent letters, digits, and 

other symbols, binary numbers are actually recorded on tape. The 4600 

System merely records and plays back whatever binary information it re-

ceives, regardless of what the code stands for. Since few computer in-

stallations use ASCII-coded tape, code conversion is necessary to ensure 

that the main computer can read the data on the tape. The Ideas Series 

4600 System has a code conversion option that will automatically convert 

all recorded data into the IBM-compatible EBCDIC code and convert EBCDIC 

tapes back into ASCII for the desk top computer. Code conversion can 

also be accomplished by the main frame computer off-site. The "CC(0)" 

command turns the code converter off and permits ASCII to be written 

onto the magnetic tape. 

3.3 Recommended Operating Procedures 

A recommended operating procedure is presented that will outline 

the basic sequence of program implementation and operator supervision 

or interaction. This procedure should provide a guideline that wiU 

minimize software problems and permit continuous and reliable auto-

mated data acquisition system operation throughout the Analog Design 

Verification System test program. 

The "AUTOSTART" feature will be used to automatically load an op-

erating system program at the time of "power on" at the start of each 

day of operation. Whenever power is lost and then restored to the DAS, 

this program will again be loaded and operation resumed. The operating 

system program will verify that all peripheral equipment on the HP-IB 

is turned on. A menu will be provided in order for the operator to 

choose the desired program to be run. This menu will include the analog 

output program, the basic data logger program, and the data transfer pro-

gram. A program or subroutine will also be included that will initialize 

flexible disks, purge old files, and create new files on the disks. 
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The operator should select the analog output program from the menu 

at the start of each day's operation. The printout of the process vari-

ables and voltage values for each channel should be checked to verify 

proper operation of each transducer. 

The daily data logger program is loaded next. The operator will 

input the necessary variable from the ephemeral almanac for declination 

and Delta T for the inclination angle algorithm. He will also input the 

desired sampling frequency for each data base. The program is set to run 

and will continue to log data throughout the day unless the operator 

fails to replace a filled disk with a new disk or terminates program 

execution. 

The shutdown procedure uses the analog output program again to 

obtain each channel process variable and voltage value. The data trans-

fer program is loaded and all flexible disks filled during the day's op-

eration are processed. Sufficient disks are prepared for the next day 

of operation using the purge-create or initialization routines. The 

equipment is then secured as necessary to place the DAS in a nocturnal 

status. 

3.4 Problems Considered and Possible Solutions 

Some of the problems that occurred while developing the software 

programs have been previously mentioned. Some of the problems arose 

because of the hardware limitations of the system voltmeter and the 

digital voltmeter. The high sampling speed initially specified could 

only be achieved using the system voltmeter. This instrument sampled 

the channels as fast as required but failed to attenuate high common 

mode noise. Valuable information from the thermocouples was lost 

due to their low miUivolt output signals. The digital voltmeter pro-

vided the desired accuracy but the sampling speed had to be reduced. 

The slower sampling specification was tolerable and did not affect the 

quality of the data collected. The slower sampling frequency for data 

Base la also provided a sufficient pause in the wait loop to service 

the visual display board algorithms and to provide updated numerical 

values to the visual display. The initial high sampling speed would 
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have demanded an almost constant interrupt from the data Base la and 

data Base 2 timing units, thereby allowing no time for program execution 

to return to the main program. Another advantage of the reduced sampling 

frequency is the reduction of the quantity of data taken. The reduced sam-

pling frequency permitted the number of records to be reduced for File 

la and File 2 and increase for File Ib and File lc. The number of flex-

ible disks filled during an operating day was also reduced from the pro-

jected number of ten at the higher sampling rate to four. 

The flexible disk media have a limited usage lifetime, and therefore 

a log of disk usage must be maintained to ensure that no data is lost due 

to disk failure. Because of the frequent contact with the read/write 

mechanism of a mass storage unit, a medium will begin to wear, causing 

unreliability for data storage. Since the directory is usually the most 

frequently accessed area on a medium (i.e., ewery time files are created 

or purged), it is the most likely to wear out first. When excessive wear 

is sensed, the spare directory is accessed, and the user is warned that 

the media is wearing out or that data on the main directory has become 

garbled and unreliable. Experience indicates that a flexible disk me-

dium will wear out after approximately fifteen usages. 

3.5 Summary 

The basic software programs that have been developed meet the nec-

essary requirements specified for the data acquisition system. The 

three programs developed and the subsequent operating programs, using 

the "AUTOSTART" feature of the HP 9845A System, provided a real-time 

programming method for fast, accurate, and reliable automated data 

acquisition with a minimum of operator interaction. The real-time pro-

gramming feature permitted four separate sampling frequencies, one for 

each data base. The special keys branching permitted the sampling fre-

quencies to be changed without halting program execution and permitted 

program termination whenever desired. The end-of-file mark was used to 

branch to a subroutine that permitted flexible disk drive unit control 

to shift from the operating drive unit to the standby unit without loss 

of continuity of data transfer. 
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The support programs developed provided a verification of indi-

vidual channel transducer operation and an efficient means of trans-

ferring data from the flexible disks to the magnetic tape medium for 

off-site data processing. 

The recommended operating procedure provides a guideline for the 

operation of the Automated Data Acquisition System. The programs are 

loaded in sequence of execution and operator duties are minimized. 



CHAPTER IV 

PROCESS CONTROL CONSIDERATIONS 

The Analog Design Verification System requires two separate control 

functions for proper operation. The first control function ensures that 

the receiver remains in the focal line of the concentrator throughout 

the day. The second control function maintains the desired system steam 

pressure and steam temperature. The emergency shutdown system bypasses 

the normal tracking and steam process control functions to permit safe 

shutdown and receiver stowage in the event of abnormal conditions. This 

chapter will explain the tracking control and steam process control 

functions and controller requirements. These requirements will be anal-

yzed in terms of the HP 3052A System capabilities. The feasibility of 

adapting the Automated Data Acquisition System to control one or more of 

the control functions will also be presented. 

4.1 Process Controller Functions 

The tracking control function maintains the receiver in the concen-

trator's focal line where maximum energy is concentrated. The tracking 

control must position the receiver at the start of each day, move the 

receiver to follow the sun's track across the sky during clear days, 

and make adjustments for reduced solar radiation during periods of cloud 

cover. It must also be able to provide rapid receiver movement during 

emergency shutdown situations. 

The tracking control function has two modes of operation. The 

active-track mode provides continuous real-time tracking for precise 

positioning of the receiver whenever sufficient solar insolation is pre-

sent. The clock-drive mode positions the receiver in a predetermined 

track of the sun based upon the ephemeris time. 

The steam process control function maintains the desired steam pres-

sure and temperature. This function must be able to provide the neces-

sary flow to the receiver during system start-up and maintain the feed-

water flow requirements and receiver exit valve position to obtain the 
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quality of steam production required during normal operations. Inter-

mittent insolation, due to cloud movement across the sun, requires ad-

ditional control in order to satisfy the dual constraints of maintaining 

the operating temperature of the receiver within safe levels and of op-

erating at optimum coUection efficiency. 

Signals are provided to warn the operator of possible damage to the 

receiver and other concentrator subsystems. Conditions which exceed pre-

determined limits cause the emergency shutdown system to come into op-

eration. This system will automatically move the receiver out of the 

tracking position at a high rate and maintain constant feedwater flow. 

A strictly manual emergency shutdown system is also provided that permits 

the operator to bypass the computerized controller and apply control 

voltages directly to the drive motors for rapid receiver stowage. These 

control voltages are provided by storage batteries. 

4.2 Controller Requirements 

Each control function requires analog input signals from the appro-

priate system and/or operator inputs that serve as a reference standard. 

These input variables are used in control algorithms which produce a pro-

portional control signal to drive the tracking or valve position control-

lers. 

The main analog input signal for tracking control is produced by 

two active solar radiation sensors. The sun's position in hour angle 

(HA) and declination (DEC) is monitored by these active sensors which 

are capable of sensing the sun's movements. Each active sensor has four 

individual transducers which enable it to track the sun by comparing dif-

ferential signals until a null results. Each active sensor has a sensor 

head with light sensitive solid state devices and analog electronics 

for signal conditioning. Additional analog input signals originate from 

potentiometers attached to the hour angle and declination drive motors. 

These signals provide information for actual receiver position. Tracking 

sensors generate two analog error signals which provide control signals 

to both hour angle and declination axes for drive motor speed control. 
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The active-track mode uses the analog signals from the hour angle 

and declination sensors to produce a control signal for the HA and DEC 

drive motor controllers. Each control signal is generated independently 

of the other. If the receiver support legs have been placed correctly 

with respect to the north-south and east-west orientation, then two inde-

pendent drive signals wiU position the receiver correctly. If some 

mechanical misalignment is present, then each control signal must contain 

the necessary component of the other axis for proper compensation. For 

instance, in daily operation, the declination angle control signal should 

remain fixed and the hour angle control signal should constantly change 

as the sun moves from east to west. If the receiver is properly aligned 

mechanically then only a pure HA signal is generated and sent to the HA 

control drive motors. If there is some misalignment, then a small decli-

nation error signal must also be generated and the declination angle ad-

justed slightly throughout the day. The HA sun sensor produces a signal 

that is used to determine the setpoint for solar incident radiation 

intensity in order to switch from active to clock track or from clock 

track to active track. 

The clock-drive mode is used whenever there is insufficient solar 

insolation to produce a control signal from the sun sensors. The clock-

drive mode reproduces the ephemeris track of the sun based upon data 

from the ephemeral almanac. The operator will input two variables each 

day at the start up of the system in order to establish the reference 

standards for the empheris track calculation. These two variables are 

the declination angle, in degrees, and a time correction factor called 

Delta T, also in degrees. The time correction factor adjusts the twelve-

hour clock. The hour angle control signal is generated from the solar 

time reference. The declination angle is used to generate the declina-

tion angle control signal for the proper north-south position. The system 

controUer's internal clock is also used for the clock-drive track mode. 

It is set by the operator using WWV as the time standard. 

The active-track of the clock-track drive mode produces analog sig-

nals which are sent to the hour angle and declination drive motor control-

lers. The output signal voltage varies from 0 to 10 volts DC. Each drive 

motor unit contains a control pre-amplifier, an SCR-type motor drive 
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amplifier, and a 5-hp permanent magnet DC servo motor with tachometer. 

In hour angle, the motor drives a rotary turntable through a gearbox, 

and in declination, the motor drives a "jack-screw" linear actuator. 

The input signals for the steam process control are receiver steam 

exit temperature, receiver skin temperature, receiver inlet and exit 

pressure, loop flow, and solar incident radiation. These signals are 

sampled every four hundred milliseconds. This rate is necessary for the 

warning and emergency shutdown requirements. Effectively, every other 

sample time, or data taken every eight hundred milliseconds ,is used in 

the control algorithms. 

The operator will input the desired exit temperature and pressure 

setpoint values. The temperature controller will maintain the desired 

steam exit temperature by controlling the receiver inlet water valve 

position. The pressure controller will maintain the desired steam exit 

pressure by controlling the exit steam valve position. The control 

algorithm compensates for three delay times that are inherent in the 

system due to the actual construction of the receiver and piping system. 

The solar incident radiation is monitored in order to compensate or 

anticipate changes in the solar radiation and subsequent changes in re-

ceiver skin temperature. There is approximately four hundred feet of 

piping in the receiver and an additional one hundred feet between the 

control valves and the receiver inlet and exit. The long piping run 

constitutes considerable delay (eighty seconds) for the receiver fluid 

temperature and pressure to respond to valve movement. There is also 

some delay that results from the mechanical construction of the control 

valves. Some finite time is needed for the valve to move after the 

electrical signal is received. Each valve is operated by a 110 vac drive 

motor that is controlled using a four-to-twenty milliamp current loop 

signal. 

The alarm system produces signals to warn the operator that certain 

operating parameter limits have been reached and potential damage could 

occur. The emergency shutdown system provides automatic controller action 

to stow the receiver in a safe position and to maintain feedwater flow to 

the receiver under potentially dangerous conditions. 
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The alarm system will produce visual and audible warnings at an 

alarm panel whenever operating limits are reached. The analog output 

signals from the associated transducers are compared to predetermined 

setpoints. The high receiver skin temperature alarm is set at 1575°F. 

The high steam exit temperature alarm is set at 1200°F. The low flow 

alarm is actuated when feedwater flow is less than 0.07 gpm. Receiver 

exit pressure greater than 1250 psi or receiver inlet pressure of 1400 

psi will produce a high pressure alarm. A low inlet pressure of 100 

psi will produce a low pressure alarm. The operator is warned whenever 

the receiver approaches the limit stops for either maximum east-west or 

north-south movement. Sustained wind speeds of 20 mph or gusting winds 

speeds of 30 mph actuate alarms to warn the operator. A warning signal 

is produced whenever the automatic stow command is actuated. 

The emergency shutdown system wiU automatically stow the receiver 

whenever potentially dangerous conditions develop. Automatic stow will 

occur when receiver skin temperature reaches 1750°F, or when steam exit 

temperature reaches 1300°F, or when feedwater flow is 0.05 gpm or less. 

Receiver exit pressure of 1400 psi or receiver inlet pressure of 1600 psi 

will also occur when wind gusts reaching 45 mph or greater are present. 

The operator may manually select the stow command and shutdown the system 

whenever he desires. A summary of alarm and shutdown setpoints is listed 

in Table 4.1. 

The emergency shutdown system must sense the receiver position 

throughout the day in order to move the receiver the shortest distance to 

the stow location. This system will also position the feedwater inlet 

valve to maintain a nominal flow, shut the exit steam valve, and open the 

receiver bypass valve. The maximum signal value is required for either 

a fully closed or fully open position for these valves. The HA and DEC 

controller signal values will depend upon the location of the receiver 

when the automatic stow command is initiated. 

The analog input signals used in the tracking control and steam 

process control must be conditioned before they can be read by the 

digital voltmeter in the Automated Data Acquisition System. A voltage 

range is specified that wiU permit fast and accurate reading of all 
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ALARM AND SHUTDOWN SETPOINTS 
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CONDITION ALARM 
SETPOINT 

SHUTDOWN 
SETPOINT 

High Receiver Skin 
Temperature 

High Steam Exit 
Temperature 

Low Feedwater Flow 

High Receiver Exit Pressure 

High Receiver Inlet Pressure 

Low Receiver Inlet Pressure 

Sustained High Wind Speed 

Gustjng Wind Speed 

Maximum East-West or 
North-South Travel 

Automatic Stow Actuated 

1575°F 

1200°F 

0.07 gpm 

1250 psi 

1400 psi 

100 psi 

20 mph 

30 mph 

alarm 

alarm 

1750°F 

1300°F 

0.05 gpm 

1400 psi 

1600 psi 

45 mph 
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input channels. Signal conditioning will be required for the hour angle 

and declination feedback potentiometers and the hour angle and declina-

tion sun sensors. The temperature, pressure, flow, and wind speed trans-

ducer signals have been conditioned to meet the voltage range specifi-

cations. No other signal conditioning or external circuitry is necessary 

to interface the existing tracking control and steam process control sen-

sors with the digital voltmeter in the HP 3052A System. 

4.3 The HP 3052A System 

The Automated Data Acquisition System, (described in Chapter II) has 

the capability to perform the tracking control and steam process control 

functions. Additional hardware is required to produce the necessary out-

put signals needed for each respective controller. 

Programmable power supplies that can be controlled by the HP 9845A 

desk top computer using the HP-IB are available. Hewlett-Packard manu-

factures an isolated digital-to-analog converter designed to provide an 

interface between the HP-IB and many HP power supplies. Kepco makes a 

similar programmer and comparable power supplies which are compatible 

with the HP-IB. A programmable power supply capable of producing a con-

tinuous voltage range from zero to ten volts DC would be necessary to 

provide the HA and DEC controller input signals. A programmable power 

supply capable of producing a constant current, variable from four to 

twenty milliamps, would be required to provide the necessary control 

signals for the exit steam valve and the receiver inlet valve. 

The Hewlett-Packard Model 6130C digital voltage source (DVS) is an 

example of a programmable power supply that would meet the voltage signal 

requirements. The digital voltage source can internally store the com-

puter's output magnitude (voltage setting), polarity, range, and output/ 

limit digital inputs when the computer's gate command is received. When 

the DVS has finished processing the digital input, it notifies the com-

puter by transmitting its flag. Since the DVS stores the digital data, 

the computer does not have to continually refresh the DVS; it is free to 

carry out other tasks. The DVS maintains its programmed output indef-

initely, changing the output when the computer changes the digital input 
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data and sends another gate command. The programming time is less than 

300 microseconds for the output to settle within 0.1% of programmed 

change. The Model 6130C has an output voltage of plus or minus 16.384 

volts DC is 1 ampere. It has a 1 millivolt accuracy and a 0.5 millivolt 

resolution. 

The Hewlett-Packard Model 6140A digital current source (DCS) is an 

example of a programmable power supply that meets the current signal 

requirements. The Model 6140A has the same features as the digital 

voltage source. It also has programmable voltage limiting and voltage 

monitoring terminals. It is capable of producing a current output of plus 

or minus 163.84 miUiamperes at up to 100 volts DC. It has a 10 micro-

ampere accuracy, at plus or minus 0.01%, and a 5 microampere resolution. 

Both of the Hewlett-Packard power supplies can be interfaced with 

the desk top computer using the HP-IB and an additional programmer unit. 

They may also be interfaced using a special binary interface card. Pro-

gramming each power supply in binary would permit faster access and res-

ponse time from these sources since a separate data bus could be used. 

The HP-IB would not be used for command or data transfer and the overlap 

mode for program execution could be utilized more effectively. 

All of the necessary analog signals for tracking control and process 

control could be connected to a dedicated relay assembly. The digital 

voltmeter and scanner would be programmed to collect these data points 

at the necessary frequency to satisfy control requirements. 

An additional relay actuator assembly option could be installed in 

the scanner to provide dedicated response for the automatic stow command. 

Each relay would actuate a power supply that would provide the required 

current to properly position the valves and provide the proper voltages 

to drive the HA and DEC drive motor controUers. A relay-actuated au-

dible alarm device could also be operated using this assembly. A block 

diagram of the proposed system controUer configuration is shown in 

Figure 4.1. 

Control algorithms must be developed for the HP 9845A computer in 

order to produce the required output commands to the programmable power 

supplies and relay actuator assemblies. The necessary tracking algorithm 
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voltage is applied to the actuator would provide a fail-safe condition 

in case of power loss to the actuator assembly or to the computerized 

control system. The closed relay contacts would complete a current path 

to provide a maximum current to close or open the necessary valve or the 

necessary voltages to operate the HA and DEC drive motor controllers. 

Two relay sets should be provided for each drive motor controller. Each 

relay would operate a different voltage source in order to ensure the 

correct voltage polarity and magnitude needed to drive the receiver to 

the stow position. 

4.4 Timing Considerations and Program Modifications 

The present sampling rate that is required for the transducer inputs 

needed for tracking and steam process control and alarm/emergency shutdown 

is ewery 400 milliseconds. Between sampling times, analog inputs are 

converted to their process variables, and comparisons are made to the 

appropriate setpoints. Alarm conditions or shutdown instructions are sent 

out eyery 400 milliseconds. The control algorithms use es/ery other pro-

cess variable taken, or data sampled ewery 800 milliseconds. Analog 

control signals are sent out ewery 800 miUiseconds. The solar incident 

radiation level is sampled and averaged over a three minute period to 

provide an anticipation variable for the steam process control. 

Four analog input signals are used in the active-track mode. These 

signals come from the HA and DEC solar radiation sensors and from the HA 

and DEC drive motor feedback potentiometers. The clock drive mode has 

no external feedback and operates on solar time only. Three signals are 

used in the steam process control algorithm. The solar radiation sensor 

provides a signal used in calculating how much the control valves should 

move in order to properly compensate for changes in solar radiation in-

tensity. Receiver exit fluid temperature and steam exit temperature are 

used as process variables in the control algorithm. Ten analog signals 

are used for the alarm and emergency shutdown function; these signals are: 

receiver skin temperature, steam exit temperature, feedwater flow, re-

ceiver exit pressure, receiver inlet pressure, wind speed and four re-

ceiver travel limit stops. There are then a total of twelve channels 
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that must be sampled to provide the necessary input signals for both 

control and alarm/shutdown functions. Analog signals from eight sensors 

must be converted to process variable values in order to be used in the 

appropriate algorithm. The voltage values from the HA and DEC feedback 

potentiometers should be conditioned to limit the range. The four re-

ceiver travel limit stops could be used to trigger a set voltage that 

would produce the alarm condition. 

A reasonable estimation of the time needed to sample the data chan-

nels, make calculations in the control algorithms and output the appro-

priate control signals or operate the relay actuator assembly can be made 

using the timing data given by the manufacturer and execution times of 

operating subroutines. The HP 9845A desk top computer can take data 

using the HP 3455A DVM and store data in its memory at the rate of 60 

milliseconds per channel. The time required for twelve channels is ap-

proximately 720 milliseconds. An additional 94 milliseconds is needed 

to set up the DVM and measure the resistance of the reference junction 

thermistor used in the temperature conversion routine. The inclination 

angle subroutine, used to provide display board information, takes ap-

proximately 128 milliseconds to execute. This algorithm must be modifed 

to include the cosine and sine operations,in order to produce the HA and 

DEC components from the inclination angle calculated . Sine and cosine 

functions take 19 milliseconds to perform. One temperature conversion is 

necessary for the steam process control algorithm. That temperature con-

version takes approximately 20 milliseconds to execute using the 9th de-

gree polynomial provided in the HP software package. Simple conversion 

routines, using a scaling factor, are needed to convert the remaining 

analog signal values that are sampled to process variables. Multipli-

cation takes 0.80 milliseconds to perform while addition and subtraction 

takes 0.22 and 0.27 milliseconds respectively. Six conversion functions 

would take about five milliseconds to execute. A modified equation could 

be used for the temperature conversion of the thermocouple used for the 

alarm condition. It would be necessary to ensure accuracy of the equa-

tion within a narrow range near the setpoint. This modification would 
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reduce the conversion time to less than five milliseconds for an equation 

containing addition and multiplication. 

The programmable power supplies used to provide the control voltages 

and currents have a settling time of 300 microseconds. Their response 

time to command signals from the desk top computer is negligible. The 

relay actuator assembly, used for the alarm and emergency shutdown func-

tions, uses relays with less than 40 millisecond switching time. For 

the alarm mode, two relays would be actuated simultaneously to provide 

both the visual and the audible alarm. 

The maximum sampling rate that could be achieved using the DVM is 

approximately 814 milliseconds. The overlap processing mode would per-

mit simultaneous sampling and control algorithm execution. The alarm/ 

emergency shutdown comparisons should be completed within 50 milliseconds 

of the time that data was taken. The tracking control (clock-drive) 

algorithm execution should be completed within 300 miUiseconds based 

upon the time to calculate the inclination angle and perform the cosine 

and sine operations. The active-track mode algorithm should be executed 

in less than 100 milliseconds,based on a simple quadratic equation and data 

manipulation from the appropriate inputs. The steam process control 

algorithm execution should also be completed in less than 100 milliseconds 

based upon the estimated time needed for solar incident radiation aver-

aging, temperature and pressure conversion and simple addition and multi-

plication operations. 

Four timing equations can be developed to indicate what times are 

used in order to determine the actual time needed to process the control 

algorithm and output the control variables. Remember, these times are 

approximate and assume that data is being taken while the actual calcu-

lations are being performed. 

^^ active track ~ conv cal 

= 2 msec. + 3 msec. 

Calculation time is for a simple quadratic. 
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(2) T , , ^ , = T. n + T . + T . + T T clock track inc angle cosine sine calc 

= 128 msec. + 19 msec. + 19 msec. + T , 

' process ~ convl conv2 ^ avg ^ cal ^ output 

= 20 msec. + 4 msec. + 4 msec. + 5 msec. + 

output 

Calculation time is for a third orzer function. 

Averaging of three values of pyrheliometer readings. 

^ ' alarm ~ conv compare output 

= 8 X 0.8 msec. + T + T . , 

compare output 

Eight data channels are used for the alarm functions. 

Additional time is needed to do the comparison and output the 

alarm condition. 

The DAS would not be able to update the alarm status every 400 milli-

seconds or output the appropriate control signals ewery 800 milliseconds 

as is presently requiredjdue primarily to the time needed to collect data 

from twelve analog input channels. If the sampling and output period 

was modified to ewery second, then there would be sufficient time to per-

form the necessary computations and output the appropriate control signal 

or alarm status. 

The slow sampling time is due to the use of the slow sampling cap-

ability of the digital voltmeter. A faster sampling rate can be achieved 

if the system voltmeter is used. It has the capability of reading and 

storing data at the rate of 15 milliseconds per channel. The total time 

to take data for twelve channels is reduced to 180 milliseconds. An ad-

ditional 94 milliseconds is needed to take the reference temperature 

junction resistance value. Sampling time,using the SVM,is about 275 

milliseconds. This faster sampling rate would permit the present 400 

millisecond sampling rate for alarm and emergency outputs. If the burst 

sample feature of the SVM were used, then twelve channels could be sam-

pled in approximately 12 milliseconds at a sample rate of 1000 channels/ 

sec. The reference temperature junction resistance could also be sampled 
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once every 10 minutes to reduce total sample time and increase through-

put. 

Modification to the basic data logger program would be necessary if 

both data collection and control functions were performed concurrently. 

Recall from Chapter II that the basic data logger program incorporates 

four individual data bases. The minimum sampling rate for Base la is 

20 seconds. The execution time for the Base la sampling routine is 9.44 

seconds. The execution time for Base Ib and lc sampling routines are 

2.0 and 1.7 seconds respectively. The data Base 2 sampling routine has 

an execution time of 1.92 seconds. A minimum of fifteen seconds must be 

allowed to account for simultaneous interrupts from the timing clock out-

put and sufficient time to service all four interrupts in accordance with 

the priority set. 

It would be necessary to combine data Base Ib and lc and specify a 

common sampling rate for them. This change would reduce the subroutine 

execution time and make available one of the four timing units on the 

real-time clock. This timing unit could provide a dedicated periodic 

interrupt needed for sampling all analog inputs channels used for control 

and alarm/shutdown functions. If this interrupt was assigned the highest 

priority, any data collection would be suspended until the control algo-

rithm subroutines were completed. 

4.5 Summary 

The HP 3052A Data Acquisition System has the capability of providing 

both tracking control and steam process control for the Analog Design 

Verification System. An additional relay actuator assembly is required 

to provide control for the warning and emergency shutdown systems. Pro-

grammable power supplies capable of producing the zero-to-ten volt and 

four-to-twenty milliampere control signals are also required. The power 

supplies presently available on the market meet the requirements for 

high resolution, accuracy, and fast settling times. These power supplies 

are easily interfaced with the desk top computer using the HP-IB compat-

ible method or using the binary interface option that could increase 

I/O transfer speed. 
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The computing power of the HP 9845A, as presented in Chapter II, is 

sufficient to perform the necessary calculations required for the control 

algorithms. Many of the conversion routines and required calculations 

have been developed and are in use. 

Further research is necessary to develop each control algorithm in 

detail. It will be necessary to determine the amount of time needed to 

complete all process variable conversions and each control algorithm 

execution. This information is needed in order to modify the projected 

sampling rate for the critical transducer inputs. It is also needed to 

determine the response time of the computerized controller to dynamic 

changes in the system. 

The Automated Data Acquisition System could serve as the main con-

troller for the fixed-mirror distributed-focus solar collector at Crosby-

ton. The high sampling rate requirements of the data acquisition mode 

would probably preclude the DAS from performing the data collection and 

process control functions at the present required frequency. Data ac-

quisition requirements could be modified to permit a time-sharing method 

where both tasks would be performed satisfactorily. 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Analog Design Verification System is a scaled-down version of a 

proposed fixed-mirror distributed-focus solar thermal electric power plant 

Its primary function is to serve as a research and development facility in 

order to determine the feasibility of constructing ten full-scale con-

centrators capable of producing 5 megawatts of electric power. Valuable 

data is being gathered in the areas of post, construction, and performance 

that can be used to verify and improve the final design of the proposed 

power system. 

An HP 3052A Automated Data Acquisition System is used to gather 

information pertaining to the efficiency and the performance of the solar 

concentrator and associated systems. The DAS is comprised of a desk top 

computer which serves as the system controller. A digital voltmeter, 

system voltmeter, multiple-channel scanner,and 9-track magnetic tape drive 

unit are controlled by this computer using the HP-IB. Additional data 

storage is provided using a master-slave flexible disk drive unit con-

figuration,also controlled by the desk top computer. 

Data is coUected from eighty-five instrumentation channels by the 

DAS and stored on flexible disk media. Temperature, pressure, and fluid 

flow transducers are connected to a computer-controlled multiplexed chan-

nel scanner. Weather data and solar radiation intensity transducers are 

also connected to this scanner. A computer-controlled digital voltmeter 

reads each channel individually, converts the analog voltage signal to 

digitial data and transmits this information to the system controller. 

The system controller outputs this data to an intermediate flexible disk 

storage medium. The data is transferred from the disks to an IBM-compat-

ible 9-track magnetic tape at the end of each day for subsequent off-site 

data processing and analysis using a mainframe computer. 

The requirements for data coUection by the DAS require that the 

instrumentation be divided into four data bases that will be sampled at 

different periods. The sampling periods must be variable in order to 

accommodate test modes and dynamic conditions that may arise during 

71 
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operation. The operator must be able to change the sampling rates and 

terminate program execution by interacting with the system controUer. 

Continuous sampling and data transfer from the desk top computer to the 

flexible disk medium is necessary to ensure valid, meaningful data. In 

order for the data acquisition specifications to be met, two problems 

were resolved. The first problem involved the vast amount of data that 

must be gathered in a relatively short period of time. The data col-

lection procedure must also provide for operator interaction and for 

continuity of data transfer. The second problem involved the intermediate 

data processing and storage procedure necessary to achieve maximum speed 

and efficiency. 

The first problem was solved by developing a real-time data acquisi-

tion program that permits clock-controlled interrupts, operator-controlled 

interrupts, and a special flag that controls flexible disk drive operation 

The real-time clock has four timing units which produce interrupt signals 

at specified periods. Each interrupt wiU cause program branching to a 

subroutine that will log data for one of four data bases. Special keys 

were defined to give the operator capability of changing the sampling 

periods for two of the data bases. The operator may also use a special 

key to terminate program execution. The end-of-file mark is used as a 

flag to control the flexible disk drive operation. Two flexible disk 

drive units are controlled by the desk top computer. When any one of 

the four files on a flexible disk medium is filled with data, the end-

of-fiie mark is read, and program execution is transferred to the disk 

changer subroutine. The idle disk drive is placed in operation while 

the filled disk medium is replaced in the first drive unit. This ap-

proach ensures that no data is lost during logging operation and that 

continuity is maintained while changing the flexible disk medium. 

The second problem was solved by developing a procedure of storing 

the data on the flexible disks as decimal values in matrix format. Each 

data base is treated as a record that is logged and transferred to the 

disk medium as a block of information. The analog data is converted to 

digital data but is stored on the intermediate storage medium as decimal 

values. Off-site data processing is used to convert these values to 
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the appropriate process variables. The desk top computer does not use 

valuable program execution time to convert analog signals to temperature, 

pressure,or fluid flow variable values. Using the overlap mode of pro-

cesssing increases t;ie data transfer rate by permitting data collection at 

the same time that data is being transferred to the flexible disk medium. 

The Analog Design Verification System requires two separate control 

functions for proper operation. The first control function ensures that 

the receiver remains in the focal line of the concentrator throughout 

the day. The second control function maintains the desired system steam 

temperature and steam pressure. The emergency shutdown system bypasses 

the normal control functions to permit safe shutdown and receiver stowage 

whenever possible damage to the system arises. 

The tracking control function positions the receiver in the focal 

line of the concentrator at the start of each day and maintains that 

position throughout the day by tracking the sun. Two tracking modes are 

provided in order to maintain position control for all conditions. The 

active-track mode will provide real-time tracking, based upon the solar 

radiation intensity for precise positioning of the receiver. Whenever 

insufficient solar insolation is present, the clock-drive mode is 

activated. This mode will control receiver position during initial 

start up or whenever cloud cover reduces solar insolation below a pre-

determined level. The track control function produces control signals 

to drive the hour angle and declination drive motors at the receiver. 

The steam process control maintains the specified operating steam 

temperature and pressure. This function provides necessary flow to the 

receiver during start up and maintains feedwater flow requirements and 

receiver exit valve position in order to maintain the desired quality 

of steam needed during normal operation. Temperature, pressure, flow, 

and solar radiation transducers produce analog signals used in the control 

algorithm. The temperature controller maintains the desired steam exit 

temperature by controlling the receiver inlet water valve position. The 

pressure controller maintains the desired exit pressure by controlling 

the exit steam valve position. 
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The alarm system produces signals to warn the operator that certain 

operating parameter limits have been reached and potential damage could 

occur. The emergency shutdown system provides automatic controller action 

to stow the receiver in a safe position and to maintain feedwater flow 

to the receiver under potentially dangerous conditions. 

The HP 3052A System has the capabilities of performing the tracking 

and control functions. Additional hardware is needed to provide the re-

quired analog output signals to the hour angle and declination drive motor 

controllers and the exit steam valve and receiver inlet valve drive motor 

controllers. Programmable voltage sources and current sources provide 

these necessary control signals. A relay actuator assembly, installed in 

the Scanner, is used to control the audible warning device and to energize 

the appropriate voltage and current sources for the emergency stow out-

put signal requirements. 

All of the transducer inputs necessary for control and alarm or shut-

down functions would be connected to a dedicated low thermal realy assembly, 

The data collection sampling rates and data base groupings would be mod-

ified to combine data Base Ib and lc so that one of the clock timing 

units could be used to control the sampling period for these control in-

puts. Much of the software has been developed for both the tracking and 

the steam process control functions. Simple compare subroutines could 

easily be developed for the alarm and emergency shutdown function. 

Additional research is required to develop each control program in 

detail. It will also be necessary to determine the execution time needed 

for process variable conversion, calculations, and programmable power sup-

ply response time. This information will aid in determining the sampling 

rate for critical control analog signals and necessary compensation for 

delays that will be present in the system. Of course, each control al-

gorithm must be verified free of error and operational in accordance with 

specifications before actual implementation. 

The Automated Data Acquisition System chosen for the Crosbyton Solar 

Power Project was capable of collecting data from over eighty-five in-

strumentation channels accurately and efficiently. The real-time pro-

gramming approach that was developed for the system resolved the two 
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basic problems of collecting much data in a relatively short period of 

time and processing this data with maximum speed and efficiency. The 

real-time programming feature permitted operator interaction to change 

the sampling rate or terminate program execution. With additional hard-

ware components and software development, the DAS can be used to control 

the tracking mode and the steam process mode of the Analog Design Veri-

fication System operation. Further research is needed to develop the 

actual control algorithms for this specific application. 
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10 ! DATA AF'PLICATION FOR CR SBYTOM SOLAR F'OU»R AVS 02/19/80 UHE 
20 PRTNTER IS 16 
30 F-RINT 'FILE NAME: [K^TUyM' 
40 PRINT 'THIS PROGRAM WILL TAKE HATA IH TOUR MOIiES AN[i FOR ALL AVAILABLE 
SO PRINT • CHANMELS U5IMG THE DVMCilow can rste).' 
60 OPTION BASE 1 
70 OVERLAP 
8 0 COM TBir»Scri»DvBif Sv»i> P u s f E r r o r 
9 0 OUTPUT 7 1 2 Í ' C C ( 0 ) ' 
100 OUTPUT 712»'RUESdSlZ) • 
110 CALL Init 
120 CALL EouÍF-
130 ! MASS STORAGE IS •:F8»0" 

140 S torni jm = 0 
150 PRINTER IS 16 
160 F i r 5 t l = 0 
170 First2=80 
180 Ch3nl3=80 
190 Ch3nlb=H 
200 Ch3nlc=9 
210 Ch3n2=14 
220 Nuii.berl3 = 80 
230 Numberlti = ll 
240 Numberlc=9 
250 Number2=14 
260 Chafl3<s = 0 
270 INPUT •tiESIRED SCAN RATE FOR Datals (seconds) • »Periodla 
280 INPUT 'DESIRED SCAN RATE FOR Datalb ( min'jtes > ' » Pe riodlb 
290 INPUT 'DESIRED SCAN RATE FOR Dstslc (minutes)•»Pcriodlc 
300 INPUT 'DESIRE 3CAN RAÍE FOR Data^ (seconds)•»Period2 
310 Periodl3=Periodl3*1000 
320 Periodlb=Periodlb*60000 
330 Periodlc=Periodlc*60000 
340 Period2=Period2«1000 
350 T1=0 
360 T2=0 
370 T3=l 
380 Tb=l 
390 INTEGER Td3hr»Tmnsc 
400 DIM D3tsl3(83) 
410 DIM D3t3lb(14> 
420 DIM D3t3lc<l2) 
430 DIM Dat32(17) 
440 ON END *1 GOSUB Dischd 
450 ON END *2 OSUB Discha 
460 ÛN END *Z GOSUB Dischd 
470 ON END *4 GOSUE! Pischi 
480 CREATE • FILEl A ' » 600 » 8>; ( Chsnl3 + 3 ) 
490 ASSIGN tl TO 'FILEiA' 
500 CREATE • FILEIB • . 55 » 3* ( Chsnl t. + 3 > 
510 ASSIGN *2 TO 'FILEIB' 
520 • CREATE 'FILEIC*»27»3*(Chsnlc+3) 
530 ASSIGN *3 TO •FILEIC' 
540 • CREATE •FILE2'»600r6*(Ch3n2+3) 
550 ASSIGN »4 TO •FILEl* 
560 RESET Scn+INT(FiPstl/30) 
570 RESET Scn+INT(Fir5t2/80) 
580 OUTPUT Tmr USING • K"i'B/U1^01/U2 = 02/U3 = 03/U4 = 04• 
590 ON KEY »7.14 GOSUP Chádor.e 
600 ON KEY *0.10 GOSUB Fastls 
610 ON KEY *1»8 60SUB Normla 
620 ON KEY *2.6 GOSUB Slouls 
630 ON KEY *3.9 GOSUB Fôst^ 
640 ON KEY *4.7 GOSUB Norm2 
650 ON KEY *5.5 GOSUP Clcw2 
660 ON KEY *6»15 GOTO 770 
670 GOSUB Ml IINITIAL Ib Scan Mode Dsta 
680 GOSUB M2 IINITIAL lc Scan Mode Data 
690 CALL TiBie< 1. • • .Periodia. 1.1) 
700 CALL Time(3.••.Periodlb.1»1) 
710 CALL Time(4.••.Periodlc.1.1) 
720 CALL Time(2.••.Period2»1.1) 
730 ON INT »9.4 GOSUB Ira IINTERRUPT HANDLER ROUTINE. 
740 CONTROL MASK 9J123 
750 CARD ENABLE 9 
760 rirsti: IF NOT Done THEN Firstl 
770 BEEP 
780 DISP •FINISHED' 
790 END 
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800 Urapup: Done=l 
810 RcTURN 
820 Chadone î C h i í f l a a ^ O 
830 PRINT PAGE 
840 RETURN 
850 Discha: IF Stornum--0 THEN Dcvicel IDISC CHANGER ROUTINE 
860 ASSIGN II TO * 
870 ASSIGN t2 TO * 
880 ASSICN t3 TO * 
890 ASSIGN *4 TO * 
900 IF Chaflaa^O THEN 930 
910 BEEP 
920 GOTO 900 
930 ! MASS STORAGE IS • : F 8 . 0 * 
940 ASSIGN *1 TO •FILEIA^ 
950 ASSICN *2 TO •FILEIB* 
960 ASSIGN t3 TO •FILEIC* 
970 ASSI6N *4 TO 'FILE^' 
980 Chafl33=l 
990 Stornum=0 
1000 BEEP 
1010 BEEP 
1020 PRINT •REPLACE DISC IN DRIVE 81 WITH NEU DISC AND PRESS KEY *7' 
1030 RETURN 
1040 Devicei:ASSIGN *1 TO « 
1050 ASSIGN *2 TO « 
1060 ASSIGN *3 TO * 
1070 ASSIGN *4 TO * 
1080 IF Chafl3â=0 THEN 1110 
1090 BEEP 
1100 60T0 1080 
1110 ! MASS STORAGE IS •:F8.1^ 
1120 ASSIGN *1 TO 'FILEIA^ 
1130 ASSIGN *2 TO •FILEIB* 
1140 ASSIGN »3 TC •FILEIC* 
1150 AS3IGN *4 TO 'FILE^^ 
1160 ChSfl3a=l 
1170 Stornum=l 
1180 BEEP 
1190 BEEP 
1200 PRINT 'REPLACE DISC IN DRIVE 80 WITH NEU DISC AND PRESS KEY t7' 
1210 RETURN 
1220 r3stl3:T3=l 
1230 RETURN 
1240 Normls: T3=5 
1250 RETURN 
1260 Slowlaí Ta=10 
1270 RETURN 
1280 F3st2: Tb=l 
1290 RETURN 
1300 Norm2: Tb=5 
1310 RETURN 
1320 Slow2: Tb=10 
1330 RETURN 
1340 Mi: OUTPUT 9Í'R^ 
1350 ENTER 9îTí 
1360 Td3hr=100*VAL(TiC4D>+VAL(TiC7D) 
1370 Tmnsc=100*i.'AL(T$C103)+VAL(T$C133) 
1390 CALL Dvm(4.7»0»0) 
1390 CALL Chsn(l»0> 
1400 Reftemp=FNRdvm 
1410 CALL Dvm(1.2»0»0) 
1420 FOR Ch3nncl=l TO Chanlb 
J430 CALL Ch3n(l»Ch3nnel) 
J440 D3t3lb(Ch3nnel)=FNRdvm 
1450 NEXT Channel 
1460 RESET Scn 
1470 D3t3lb(Ch3nlb+l)=Td3hr 
1480 D3t3lb(Ch3nlb + 2)=Tainsc 
1490 D3t3lb(Ch3nlb+3)=Reftemp 
1500 MAT PRINT t^Uiatalb 
1510 RETURN 
1520 M2: OUTPUT 9J'R^ 
1530 ENTER 9;T$ 
xlto Tdahr=10O«VAL(T»C4D)+VAL(T»C73) 
1550 Tmnsc=100*VAL(T»ClO])+VAL(T$C13:) 
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1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1980 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2040 
2050 
2C60 
laml 
2070 
2080 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
2170 
2180 
2190 
2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2280 
2290 
2300 
2310 
2320 
2330 

CALL Dvm(1.7.0.0) 
FOR Channel^Chanlb+l TO Chanlb+Chanlc 

CALL Chand .Chcnnel ) 
Dat3lc(Channel-Chanlb)=FNRdvm 
NEXT Channol 

RESET Scn 
D3t3lc(Ch3nlc+l)=Td3hr 
D3t3lc<Ch3nlc+2)=Tmnsc 
D3t3lc<Chanlc+3)=Reftemp 
MAT PRINT •3íD3t3lc 
RETURN 

Fls: T1=T1+1 
IF TKT3 THEN RETURN 
T1=0 
OUTPUT 9;^R^ 
ENTER 9.T$ 
Td3hr=100«VAL(T$C4:)+VAL(T»C7:) 
Tmnsc-100«VAL(T$C10:)+VAL(TtC13:) 
CALL Dvm(1.7.0.0) 
FOR Ch3nnel=Ch3nl3 TO 159 

CALL Ch3n<1.Channel> 
D3t3l3(Ch3nnel+l-Ch3nl3)=FNRdvro 

NEXT Ch3nc.el 
RESET 710 

D3t3l3(Ch3nla+l)=Td3hr 
D3t3l3<Ch3nl3 + 2>=Tirinsc 
Dstals^ChBnla+S^^Reftemp 

MAT PRINT *líD3t3l3 
RETURN 

F2: T2=T2+1 
IF T2<Tb THEN RETURN 
T2=0 
OUTPUT 9}'R^ 
ENTER 9;T$ 
Td3hr=100*VAL(T$C4D)+VAL(T$C73) 
Tmnsc=100*VAL(T$C10 3)+VAL(T$C13:) 

CALL Dva<l»7»0.0) 
FOR Ch3nnel=Ch3nlb+Ch3nlc+l TO Chenlb+Chanlc+Ch3n2 

CALL Ch3n<l.Channel) 
D3t32<Ch3nnel-Ch3nlb-Chanlc>=FNRdvm 

NEXT Ch3nnel 
! RE5ET Scn 
D3t32(Ch3n2+l)=Td3hr 
D3t32<Ch3n2+2)=Tmnsc 
D3t32(Ch3n2+3)=Raftemp 

MAT PRINT *4;D3t32 
RETURN 

Irai OUTPUT 9 USING •t.A'Î^T" !«««Iro 
First=READBIN(9) 
CARD ENABLE 9 
ON First GOSUB Fl3»F2.Flsf2.Ml»Flaml»F2ml.Flsf2ml.M2»Fl3m2»F2m2»Flaf2m2.Mli Stsrt: 

m2.F2ffll 
!.F 

2»Fl3f2mlm2 
DISABLE 
OUTPUT 9 USING •*.A"; 
First=READBIN(9> 
ENABLE 
IF First THEN St3rt 
RETURN 

Fl3f2: GOSUB Fl3 
G0SU3 F2 
RETURN 

Flami: GOSUB Fla 
GOSUB Ml 
RETURN 

F2mi: GOSUB F2 
GOSUB Hl 
RETURN 

Flaf2mi: GOSUB Fl3f2 
GOSUB Ml 
RETURN 

Fl3m2: GOSUB Fl3 
QOSUB M2 
RETURN 

F2m2: 60SUB F2 
GQSUB M2 
RETURN 

Fl3f2»2: GOSUB Fld 
GOSUB F2(ii2 
RETURN 

•U' 
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2340 
2350 
2360 
2370 
2380 
2390 
2400 
2410 
2420 
2430 
2440 
2450 
2460 
2470 
2480 
2490 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 
2540 
2550 
2560 
2570 
2580 
. A 
2590 
2600 
2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 
2650 
2660 
2670 
2680 
. A 
2690 
2700 
2710 
2720 
2730 
2740 
2750 
2760 
2770 
2780 
2790 
2800 
2810 
2820 
2830 
2840 
F A 
2B50 
2860 
2870 
2880 
2890 
2900 
2910 
2920 
2930 
2940 
2950 
. A 
2960 
2970 
2980 
2990 
3000 
3010 
3020 
. A 
3030 
3040 
Numb 
3050 
3060 
3070 

Mlm2: GOSUB Ml 
GOSUB M2 
RETURN 

Fl3mlm2: GOSUB Fla 
GOSUB Mlm2 
RETURN 

F2mlm2: GOSUB F2 
GOSUB Ml»2 
RETURN 

Fl3f2«lm2:G0SUB Fl3f2 
COSUB Mlm2 
RETURN 

NCk.si3(Select_code) 
10 INT(Select_code).SîSisnature 
N BINAND(Sian3ture.48> 

DEF F 
READ 
RETUR 
FNEND 
DEF F 
READ 

IF 
IF 

OUTPU 
STATU 
RETUR 

Ret: F 
SUB I 

! Cksia 

I Ckbus NCkbus(Addres5) 
10 INT(Address/100).SîSiansture 
NOT BIT<Sian3ture.'IIXXXX*) THEN RETURN 0 
NOT BIT<Si3nature»•IIXXXX') THEN Ret 
T Address; ! ADDRESS DEVICE AT Address TO LISTEN. 
S INT<Address/100);A.A»A»St3 
N BIT(St3»2) ! NDAC UILL BE TRUE 
NEND 
ni t 

IF DEVICE PRESENT 

! Init Rev 

COM Tmr»Scn»Dvm»Svm»Bus»Error 
DATA 9»709»722»724»7 
READ Tmr»Scn.Dvm»Svm.Bus 
ABORTIO Bus 
REMOTE Bus 
RESET Bus 
READ 10 Tmr.5;Sia ! SEE IF 98035A REAL TIME CLOCK IS PRESENT. 

IF BINAND^Sia^'IS)^^^ THEN OUTPUT Tmr USING •^•^•B^ 
SUBEND 
SUB E R U Í P ! Eauip 

COM Tmr»Scn»Dvm»Svm»Bus»Error 
DIM Name$(32)C203 
N3me$(9)=*3495A (Scn)^ 
N5c.e$(10) = '3495A(Scn> • 
N3me$(12)='T3Pe/Control" 
N3me$(13)=^^TsFe/Dr.ts' 
N3me$(15)='RemdisP^ 
N3mc$(16)='Inclinôtion Anale^ 
N3me*(17)='Ste3m Pwr' 
N3me$(13)=^InstEff• 
N3me$(21)=^SYSTEM CCNTROLLER^ 
N3me$(22)='3^S5A (Dvm)' 
N3nie$(24) = '3437A (Svm)^ 
PRINT LINd) »TAB(25) » 'EQUIPMENT 
READ 10 Bus»5»Si3n3ture 

IF NOT BIT<Sian3ture»•IIXXXX') 

Rev 

PRESENT ON BUS *•;Bus»LIN<1) 
I REGISTER 5 HAS ID OF CARD. 

THEN PRINT TAB(20)»'N 0 T H P I B I N T E R 
C E' 

IF NOT BIT<Si3n3ture»•IIXXXX") 
FOR Address-0 TO 30 

OUTPUT Bus.Address 
STATUS Bus»A.A.A.St3 

IF NOT BIT<Sts.2) THEN Nxt 

THEN Ret 

IF DEVICE PRESENT. 

Nxt; 
Fmt: 
Ret: 

! NDAC (BIT 2) TRUE 
IF LEN<N3me$(Address) )=0 THEN PRINT USING Fmt; Name$ ( 31 > ; Addre'is 
IF LEN(Name$(Address))<>0 THEN PRINT USING Fmt;Nsme$(Address);Addrcs; 

NEXT Address 
IMAGE 20X»20A.^ at addross '.22 
SUBEND 

SUP Dvm<Function.R3náJ.Hiah_res.Dsto_ras> ! Dvm Rev 

COM Tmr.Scn.Dvm.Svm.Bus.Error 
Error=<<Function<l> OR (Function>6))+2«((Ranae<l) OR (R3nae>7)) 
RESET Dvm 
OUTPUT Dvm USING Fmt; Function. Ranae . Hi3h_ res='l» D3t3_ros=l 

Fmt: IMAGE •F•.D.'R'.B.•H•.D.'D*.D.*T3• 
SUBEND 
SUB Svm(Del3«.R3n3e.Number»Ro5> ! Svm Rev 

COM Tmr»Scn»Dvm»Svm»Bus»Error 
Error=(<Del3y<0) OR (Del3y>.9999999)>+2«<(Ran3e<l) 

er>9999)>+8«<(Ras<0) OR (Ras>7)) 
RESET Svm 
OUTPUT Svffi USING F:iit î Del ay » Ranao » N'jmber » Ros 

F«.t: IMAGE 'D'f .7D» •3R* »D»'N* ̂ •ID^'SE^ »D» TTS* 

OR (Range>3))+1«((Numbcr<0) OR ( 
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3080 
3090 
. A 
3100 
3110 
3120 

SUBEND 
SUB Time<Unit.Match$»Period»Del3U»Stsrt) ! Timo 

COM Tmr»Scn»Dv»»SvBi»B.j ;.Error 
Fmt: IMAGE 'U*»D»'H/U*» »•M '»K»'/U'»D»"P•»K.'/U'.D»'D•»K»•/E' 

Error=<(Unit<l) OR (Unit>4)>+2«((Period<0) OR (Pcriod>9999999)>+4«((Delay<0) OR 

Rev 

(De 
lay>99999999> > 
3130 
3140 
3150 
3160 
3170 
3180 
. A 
3190 
3200 
3210 
3220 
3230 
fset) 
3240 
3250 
. A 
3260 
3270 
3280 
3290 
3300 
3310 
. A 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3360 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 
3410 
0>30) 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3480 
3490 
3500 

OUTPUT Tmr USING Fmt;Unit»Unit»M3tch$»Unit»VAL$(INT(Poriod)).Unit»VAL$(INT(Del^y)) 
ENTER Tmr USING 'B'^Code ! ERROR CODE FROM 98035A. 
Error = Error + SHIFT(BINAND(Code»15> »-3) + 128«(BINAND(Code.24 0)<>0> 

IF Stsrt AND NOT Error THEN OUTPUT .mr USING 'A.D»A•!•U•.Unit.'G' 
SUBEND 
SUB Ch3n(Cle3r.Channel) ! Chan Rev 

COM TmrIScn.Dvm.Svm.Bus.Error 
Offset=ABS(Ch3nnel> DIV 80 

100+0ff3et>30) 
AND (Clesr^l) THEN RESET Scn+Offset 
AND (Ch3nnel>=0) THEN OUTPUT Scn+Offset 

Error=(Scn MOD 
IF NOT Error 
IF NQT Error 

SUBEND 
DEF FNRdvo. 

COM Toir . S c n . Dvm.Svm. B u s . E r r o r 
TRIGGER Dvm 
ENTER Dvm USING 'F^^Readina 
RETURN Readina 
FNEND 
DEF FNRsvm 

COM Tmr.Scn.Dvm.Svm.Bus.Error 
TRIG6ER Svm 
FNTER Svm USING •F'^Readinâ 
RETURN Readir.a 
FNEND 
SUB Scn<Incrm.First.Lsst) 
COM Tmr.Scn.Dvm.Svm.Bus»Error 
Offspt=First DIV 80 
Add=Scn MOD 100 
Error=<0ffsetí>L3st DIV 80>+2«<<Add+Offsct>30> 

USING 'ZZ*;iNT<Ch3nnel-80«0f 

! Rdvm Rev 

Rsvm Rev 

OR (Add+Offset<0> OR (Add+Lsst DIV 8 
QR <Add+L3st DIV 80<0>)+4*<(Fir3t<0> OR (L3st<0)> 
IF Error THEN Ret 

Fst=INT(First-80«0ffset) 
Lst=INT(L3st-80«0ffset) 
FOR I=Fst DIV 10 TO Lst DIV 10 STEP SGN(Lst-Fst>+NOT (Lst-Fst) 

OUTPUT Scn+Offset USING 'Z^;! 
NEXT I 

Fmt: IMA6E •I *,DD»'L'»ZZ.*F•,ZZ 
OUTPUT Scn+Offset USING Fmt»Inc rmOO .Lst. Fst 

Ret: SUEEND 
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10 I CROSBYTON SOLAR POUER PROJECT INITIAL STARTUP ANALOG OUTPUT PROGRAM. 
20 • 3/05/80 UHE 
30 OPTION BASE 1 
40 OVERLAP 
50 COM T»r»Scn.Dvm.Svm.Bu5.Error.Sc3ns.Thcrmos»Buffcr(160)»TempJunct.Timc.Fir£t.0ffst 

! DEVICE MNEMONICS AND COMMON 
60 DIM Temper3ture<160).Devicen3me$(160).Flow(80>»Pressure(9).Accel(6).Rad(2) 
70 Time=0 
80 PRINTER IS 16 ! SYSTEM PRINTER IS CRT 
90 PRINT PAGE 
100 DISP 'INITIALIZING SYSTEM^ 
110 CALL Init ! INITIALIZE SYSTEM 
120 TRIGGER Ovffl 
130 UAIT 15 
140 ENTER Dvm;Tr3sh 
150 DATA 1,3.1.1.0.710.0 ! DEFAULT MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS 
160 READ Limit .Pa.jse . Thermos .Scans. Fi rst .Scanner .Pr inter 
170 DATA 'REF*.'TC^l•.'TC52*.'TC53',^TC54^.'TC55'.'TC56'.'PTOl'.'PT02'.•AMB•.'EP•.'DUP• 
,"TCS?'.'TC58^.'TC^^',•TC60'.'TC61•.•TC62*.*TCOl•»•TC02'.'TC22'»•TC63^ 
180 DATA •TC64','TC^S",•TC66^,•TC67','TCáS','TC^^^,•TC70','TC71','TC^^^.•TC73*.'^074' 
190 FOR 1=1 TO 33 
200 READ Devicen3me$<I) 
210 NEXT I 
220 FOR 1=34 TO 80 
230 Devicen3me$<I>='N0T IN USE' 
240 NEXT I 
250 DATA 'TC^^^.•TC30^."^032'.'TC^^*.•TC36^,'TC^^^.•TC38^.'TC^','TC^^.•TC7^.'TC8'.'TC9' 
f'TClO'.'TCll'.'TCl^'.'TC13'.'TCl^'.'TC15'.'TC16'»'TCl^' 
260 DATA 'TC18'.'TCl^".'TC^O^.'TC21'.'TC^^^.•TC28'.'TC^^^ »'TCSl'»•TC33' .'TC^^','TC39' , • 
TC41'»'TC42'.'TCÍ^^.•TC44^.'TC45'.'TCîá' 
270 DATA 'TC47'.'TC^S'.'PTO^'.'PTO^'.'PTO^^.'PTOá'.'PTO^*.'PT08'.'PTO?'.•FOl'.'F02'.*FO 
3'.'AOl'.'AO^'.'AO^".'A04'.'AOS'.'A06','^02','R04'»'USOl' 
280 DATA 'UD', •U'. •V .'W ,'RPOl* ,'RPO^^ 
290- DATA 'TEOl','TE02','TE Bl'.^TE B2'.'HA'.'DEC','RPMOl','RPM02','BCOO*,'BCOl','BC02*, 
•BC03','BC04'.'BC05','BCO^",'8007' 
300 FOR 1=81 TO 160 
310 READ Devicen3me$<I) 
320 NEXT I 
330 PRINT 'THE MEASUREMENT PARAMETERS WILL NOW BE INPUT. TO OBTAIN THE DEFAULT VALUES P 
RESS CONTINUE AFTER INPUT IS REQUESTED.' 
340 INPUT 'ENTER SCANNER <709 OR 710) <DEFAULT=710)*,Scsnnor 
350 0ffst=80 
360 IF Sc3nner=709 THEN Offst=0 
370 INPUT •ENTER DESIRED PRINTER <0 FOR HARDCOPY, 16 FOR CRT) (DEFAULT IS 0)',Printer 
380 Sc: INPUT 'ENTER DE3IRED TIME DELAY IN SECONDS BETUEEN MEASUREMENT SCANS (DEFAULT=3): 
•fPduse 
390 INPUT 'ENTER NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT SCANS (MIN=i; DEFAULT^i; MAX=100):',Scsns 
400 INPUT • FIRST CHANNEL TO BE READ<DEFAULT=0):•.First 
410 First=First+l 
420 INPUT •EMTER NUMBER OF CHANNELS TO BE MEASURED PER SCAN)(MIN=i; DEFAULT=i; MAX^SO)'.T 
hermos 
430 Limit=.25+Thermos«.06 
440 PRINT 'PRODUCT OF NUMBER OF CHANNELS TIMES TIME FOR ONE MEASUREMENT IS MORE TKftN 
DELAY BETWEEN MEASUREMENT SCANS. ONE SCAN TAKES • í L imi t; • S E C ' 
450 PRINT 'DATA WILL BE TAKEN AT THE MAXIMUM RATE POSSIBLE.' 
460 PRINTER IS Printer 
470 PRINT 'STARTUP DATA PRINTOUT' 
480 OUTPUT 9í'R* 
490 ENTER 9;T$ 
500 PRINT T$ 
510 PRINT •SCANNER IS'^Scanner 
520 CALL Timed. " ,1000«p3use.lOOO«P3Use.1)! SET THE CLOCK TO INTERRUPT 
530 ON INT •Tmr CALL Messure ! UHEN CLOCK INTERRUPTS, TAKE MEASUREMENT 
540 CONTROL MASK Tmr;i92 I SET INTERRUPT MASK 
550 CARD ENABLE Tmr I ENABLE CLOCK TO INTERRUPT 
560 Firsti: IF NOT Time THEN Firstl ! UAIT FOR FIRST SCAN 
570 FOR Xtime^l TO Scans ! INTERPRETATION 
500 FQR Ch3nnel=First+0ffst TO First+Offst+<Thormos-l> 
590 IF ChanneKa THEN 920 
AOO IF Ch3nnel=8 THEN 1000 
610 IF Ch3nnel-9 THEN 1020 
420 IF Ch3nnel = 10 THEN lf.50 
630 IF Ch3nnel=ll THEN 1040 
A40 IF Ch3nnel=12 THEN 1060 
650 IF Channel--13 THEN 1670 
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660 IF <Ch3nnel = 14> OR < Char.nol = 19) OR (Chsnnol-20) OR (Ch3nnol^21> THEN 920 
670 IF <Channel=15) OR (Channcl=lá) THEN 1670 
680 IF (Chanriel = 17) OR (Ch3nnel = 18) THCN 1650 
690 IF <21<Ch3nnel) AND (ChannoKSl) THEN 1650 
700 IF (80<Ch3nnel) AND (ChanneKSS) THEN 1670 
710 IF Channel=120 THEN 1080 
720 IF Ch3nnel=121 THEN 1100 
730 IF Channel=122 THEN 1120 
740 IF Channel=123 THEN 1140 
750 IF Ch3nnel=124 THEN 1160 
760 IF Ch3nnel=125 THEN 1180 
770 IF Ch3nnel=126 THEN 1200 
780 IF Ch3nnel=127 THEN 1220 
790 IF Ch3nnel=128 THEN 1260 
800 IF Channel=129 THEN 1300 
810 IF <129<Ch3nnel> AND (Ch3nnel<136) THEN 1320 
820 IF Ch3nnel=136 THEN 1360 
830 IF Channel=137 THEN 1340 
840 IF Ch3nnel=138 THEN 1380 
850 IF Ch3nnel=139 THEN 1570 
860 IF Ch3nnel=140 THEN 1400 
870 IF Ch3nnel=141 THEN 1450 
880 IF Ch3nnel=142 THEN 1500 
890 IF Ch3nnel=143 THEN 1610 
900 IF Ch3nnel=144 THEN 1630 
910 IF Ch3nnel>144 THEN 2490 
920 Temper3ture(Ch3nnel)=FNTemp('K',Buffor(Ch3nnel),TompJunct> 
930 Temper3ture(Ch3nnel>-1.3«Temper3ture(Ch3nnel)+32 
940 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;•CHANNEL NO.=•;Chsnnel-l-Offst;'TEMP =';Temrersturo(Chsnnel) 
f'DEG F *îDevicen3me$(Ch3nnel) 
950 PRINT •Volts out=•;Buffer(Chsnnel) 
960 NEXT Channel 
970 NEXT Xtime 
980 OFF INT *Tmr ! DISABLE INTERRUPTS-
990 GOTO 2520 
1000 PressureÍ=1.935E4«Buffer<Ch3nnel)-4,28 
1010 GOTO 1690 
1020 Pressure2=1.940E4«Buffer<Ch3nnel)-18.3 
1030 GOTO 1720 
1040 Bpressure=(Buffer(Ch3nnel)-.045)«2266.75129+950 
1050 GQTQ 1750 
1060 Dewpt=Buffer(Ch3nnel)«1835.5000-40 
1070 GQTQ 1780 
1080 Pressure3=l.893E4«Buffer(Chsnnel>-356.0 
1090 GQTO 1810 
1100 Pressure4=l.552E4«Buffer(Chsnnel)+1.57 
1110 GOTO 1840 
1120 Pressure5=l.527E4«Buffer^Chsnnel)+4.1 
1130 GOTQ 1870 
1140 Pressure6=l.903E4«Buffer^Chsnnel)-400 
1150 GQTO 1900 
1160 Pressure7=l.527E4«Buffer(Chsnncl)-18.2 
1170 GQTQ 1930 
1180 Pressure8=l.909E4«Buffer(Chsnnel>-390 
1190 GOTO 1960 
1200 Pressure9«l.013E4«Buffer(Chsnnol>-9.41 
1210 GQTQ 1990 
1220 FlowlPm=5476.3*Buffer(Ch3nnel)-9.695 
1240 Flowlap=Fl0Mlpm/496.74 
1250 GOTO 2020 
1260 Flow2pm=5529.7«Buffer<Channel)-33.38 
1280 Flow23p-Flow2pm/496,74 
1290 GQTQ 2025 
1300 Flow<Ch3nnel-126)=Buffer<Channel) 
1310 GQTO 2050 
1320 Accel(Ch3nnel-129)=Buffer<Channel) 
1330 GQTQ 2090 
1340 R3d<Ch3nnel-135)=Buffer<Ch3nnel>/9.12E-6 
1350 GOTQ 2130 
1340 Rad<Ch3nnel-135)=Buffer(Ch3nnel)/7.62E-6 
1370 GOTO 2130 
1390 Mindsp=(Buffer<Ch3nnel)-.00025)«99 4.050 
1390 GQTO 2160 
1400 IF Buffer(Ch3nnel)<0 THEN GOTO K 3 0 
1410 Un=ABS(Buffer(Ch3nnel))«3219.0568 
1420 60TQ 2220 
1430 Us=ABS<PuffGr<Channel))«3215.4341 1440 GOTO 2250 
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1450 IF Buffer<Channel)<0 THEN GOTO 1180 
1460 Vw=ABS(Buffer<Ch3nnel>>tl678.8321 
1470 GQTO 2310 
1480 Ve=ABS<Buffer(Ch3nnel))«1663.9 4 78 
1490 GQTO 2280 
1500 IF Buffer(Ch3nnel)<0 THEN GOTO 1530 
1510 Wdown=ABS(Buffer(Ch3nnel))«1235 
1520 GQTO 2370 
1530 Uup=ABS(Buffer(Ch3nnel))«1320 
1540 GQTO 2340 
1550 Ambtemp=Buffer(Ch3nnel)«17040.0000-40 
1560 GOTO 2400 
1570 Qff=.00050 
1580 IF Buffer(Ch3nnel)>.0684 THEN Off^.0684 
1590 Uinddir=(Buffer(Ch3nnel>-0ff)«5336.0000 
1600 GOTO 2190 
1610 Hr3n3el=Buffer(Ch3nnel>«101.85 
1620 60T0 2430 
1630 D e c = B u f f e r ( C h a n n e l ) « 1 0 0 . 2 2 
1640 60T0 2460 
1650 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;•CHANNEL NO.=•;Channel-l-Offst;'TEMP = NC^;* ';Dovicen3mo$(C 
hsnnel) 
1660 6QT0 960 
1670 PRINT 'TIME^';Xtime;•CHANNEL NO. = •;Chsnnel-l-Offst;'TEMP = INOPERATIVE*; • ';Dovic 
en3me$(Chsnnel) 
1680 GOTO 960 
1690 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO.=';Chsnnel-l-Qffst;'PRESSURE =';Prossurel;'PSI ' 
tDevicen3me$(Ch3nrieI> 
17P0 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer(Ch3nnel) 
1710 GQTO 960 
1720 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NQ.=';Ch3nnel-l-0ffstJ•PRESSURE =';Pre&£ure2?'PSI ' 
)Devicensme$(Ch3nnel) 
1730 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer(Channel) 
1740 GOTO 960 
17S0 PRINT •TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NQ.=';Ch3nnel-l-0ffst;'BAR PRES =';BpressuroJ•mb '; 
Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel) 
1760 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer<Ch3nnel) 
1770 GQTO 960 
1780 PRINT 'TIME =•;Xtime;*CHANNEL NQ.=•;Chsnnel-l-Offst;'DEU PT =*;Dewpt;•DEG F •;Dev 
icensmei^Chsnnol) 
1790 PRINT •Volts out=•;Buffcr<Ch3nnel) 
1800 60T0 960 
1810 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtimeî'CHANNEL NQ.=';Ch3nnel-l-0ffst;'PRESSURE ^';Prossure3;'PSI ' 
»Devicen3me$<Ch3nneI) 
1820 PRINT •Volts out=*;Buffer<Channel) 
1830 60TQ 960 
1840 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NQ.='jChsnnol-l-Offst;'PRESSURE =';Prossure4;'PSI • 
;Devicen3me$ <Ch3nnel> 
1850 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer<Chsnnol) 
1860 60T0 960 
1870 PRINT 'TIME = '; Xtime; ' CHANNEL NO. =' ; Chsnnel-l-Of f st; ' PRESSURE -̂  • ; Pros£ure5; •PSI ' 
;Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel) 
1880 PRINT 'Volts out=•;Buffer<Ch3nnel) 
1890 60TQ 960 
1900 PRINT 'TIME =•;Xtimej•CHANNEL NQ.=•JChsnnel-l-Offst;*PRESSURE =";Prossure6;•PSI ' 
;Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel> 
1910 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer<Ch3nnel) 
1920 6QT0 960 
1930 PRINT •TIME = • ;Xtime ;'CHANNEL NO. = • ;Chsnnel-l-Of f st; • PRESSURE =•" ;Pressuro7;'PSI ' 
iD8vlcename$ <Ch3nnel> 
1940 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer<Chsnnel) 
1950 60T0 960 
1960 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO.=';Channcl-l-Offst;'PRESSURE =';PressuroS;'PSI ' 
IOevicen3me$ <Ch3nnel) 
1970 PRINT 'Volts out='JBuffer<Channel) 
1980 GQTO 960 
1990 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO.=*;Chsnnel-l-Offst;•PRESSURE =•;Pressure9;'PSI ' 
ID*vicen8me$<Ch3nnel) 
2000 PRINT •Volts out=*;Buffer<Chsnnel) 
2010 GOTO 960 
2020 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO.=';ChBnnel-1-Offst;'LOU FLOW ='JFlowlpm;'tMsss/H 
r *}Devicen3me$<Channel) 
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2X>21 PRINT 'Volts out= ' ; Buf f er < Chsnncl ) 
2022 PRINT 'TIME = • ; Xt ime ; • CHANNEL NO . = ' ; Channol-1-Of f st»'LOU FLOU ^ ' ; Flowl ar-; ' GPM ';D 
•vicen3»e$<Ch3nnel> 
2023 PRINT 'Volts out=•;Buffer(Chsnncl) 
2024 GOTO 960 
2025 PRINT •TIME = • ; Xt ime ; • CHANNEL NO . = ' ; Chonnol-1-Of f st; •LQU FLOW ^̂  • ; Fl w2rm ; • *M3Ss/H 
r ' ;Devicensme$(Ch3nnel> 
2026 PRINT 'Volts out=•;Buffer(Chsnnel) 
2031 PRINT 'TIME =•;Xtime;*CHANNEL NO.=";Chsnnel-1-Offst;•LOW FLOU =•;Flow2ap;•GPM '^D 
evicenaffle$(Channel) 
2035 PRINT 'Volts out=•;Buffer(Chsnnel) 
2040 GQTO 960 
2050 ! PRINT •TIME = • ; Xtime ; ' CHANNEL NO . = ' ;Ch3nnel-l-0f f st;'HIGH FLOW --•' ;Flow ( Ch^nnel - 12 
6) I••Mass/Hr ' ; Devic3n3mc$(Channel> 
2060 PRINT 'TIME =*;Xtime;•CHANNEL NQ . = • ;Channel-l-Offst;'HI GH FLOU - INOPERATIVE •;De 
vicen3me$<Ch3nnel> 
2070 PRINT •Volts out=';Buffer<Chsnnel> 
2080 GQTO 960 
2090 ! PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO.=';Chsnnol-l-Offst;'ACCEL =';Accel<Channcl-129); 
•M/SEC/SEC '}Devicen3mo$(Ch3nnel> 
2100 PRINT 'TIME =•;Xtime;•CHANNEL NQ.=•;Chsnnel-1-Offst;•ACCEL = NC *;Devicensme$(Cha 
nnel) 
2110 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer<Ch3nnel> 
2120 GOTO 960 
2130 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NQ. = ";Ch3nncl-l-Offst;•RADIATIQN = • ; Rad<Chsnnel-135 
)I'W/M/M ';Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel) 
2140 PRINT "Volts out=';Buffer<Chsnnel) 
2150 GQTO 960 
2160 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO, = ',Channel-1-Offst; 'WIND SP =•;Windsp;'MPH ';Dev 
icenama$<Chdnnel) 
2170 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer<Ch3nnel) 
2180 GOTO 960 
2190 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO. = ';Ch3nnel-l-0ffst;'WIND DIR =';UinddirJ'DEG •^D 
8vicen3ne$<Ch3nnel) 
2200 PRINT •Volts out=';Buffer<Channel) 
2210 GOTQ 960 
2220 PRINT 'TIME ='; Xtime; ' CHANNEL NO. =' ; Chsnnel-l-Of f st; • WIND SP<from north) r.^fUn^'M 
PH ';Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel> 
2230 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer(Chsnnel) 
2240 GOTO 960 
2250 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO. = ';Chsnnel-l-Offst; • UIND SP(from south) =';UE;'M 

PH •;Devicen3m3$<Ch3nnel> 
2260 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer(Channel) 
2270 60TQ 960 
2280 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO. =';Chsnnel-l-Offst; • WIND SP(from east) =';Ve;'MP 
H * ;Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel) 
2290 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffer<Chsnnel) 
2300 60T0 960 
2310 PRINT 'TIME = ' ;Xtime;'CHANNEL NO. = ';Chsnnel-l-Offst;'UIND SP<from wcst) =';Vw;'MP 
H •;Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel> 
2320 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffor(Chsnnol) 
2330 6QT0 960 
2340 PRINT 'TIME =';Xtime;'CHANNEL NO, = ';Ch3nnel-l-0ffst;'UIND SP<up) =';Uup;'MPH ';De 
vicen3ihe$<Ch3nnel > 
2350 PRINT 'Volts out=';Buffor^Channol> 
2360 60T0 960 
2370 PRINT 'TIME^";Xtime;'CHANNEL NO. = ';Channel-l-Offst»'WIND SP<down) = •;Udown;'MPH^;D 
evicen3me$ <Ch3nnel) 
2380 PRINT 'Volts out =';Buffer<Ch3nncl) 
2390 60T0 960 
2400 PRINT 'TIME=';Xtime»'CHANNEL NO . = ';Chsnnel-l-Offst;'TEMP=';Ambtemp ; * DEG F '^Devic 
en3ne$(Channel) 
2410 PRINT •Volts out=•;Buffor<Channcl) 
2420 GOTO 960 
2430 PRINT 'TIME^^;xtime;'CHANNEL NO.=';Channol-l-Offst;'HOUR ANGLE =';Hranâel;'Volts 
•fDevicename$<Ch3nnel) 
2440 PRINT 'Volts out='JBuffer<Ch3nnel) 
2450 GOTO 960 
2460 PRINT 'TIME^^;xtimef•CHANHEL NO.=•;Channel-l-Offst;•DEC =^;DecfVolts •^Deviccnsn 
e$<Channel) 
2470 PRINT 'Volts out=•;Buffer(Chsnnel) 
2480 OQTO 960 
2490 PRINT 'TIMEs^;Xtime;^CHANNEL NO.=•;Chsnnel-l-Offst»'UNDEFINED ^';Buffor<Chsnnel)f 
'Volts ';Devicen3me$<Ch3nnel) 
2500 PRINT 'Volts out=•;Buffer<Ch3nnel) 
2510 6QT0 960 
2520 END 
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"2530 
2540 
2550 
2560 
2570 
2580 
2590 
2600 
2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 
2650 
2660 
2670 
2680 
2690 
2700 
2710 
2720 
2730 
2740 
2750 
2760 
2770 
2780 
2790 
2800 
2810 
2820 
2830 
2840 

SUB Messure !MEASURE IS AN INTERRUPT SERVICE SUFROUTINE 
OPTION BASE 1 
CQM Tmr.Scn.Dvm,Svm.Bus.Error,Sc3ns.Thormoc,Buffcr(«),TcmFJunct»Time,First,0ffst 

Messuro: CALL Dvra(4,3,l,0) !SET DVM TO 2U OHMS, lOkOHM RANGE 
CALL Chn3n(l,0) !CLOSE CHANNEL D OF THE ISO-THERMAL 
Time=Time+l 
Te_pJunct=FNReJct(FNRdvm) iCOMPUTE REF. JUNCTION TEMP 
RESET Scn 
CALL Svm(.005,1,Thermos,0) 
CALL Dvm(l,7,0,0) 
FQR Channel=First-l+Offst TO First-l+Off£t+<Thermos-l) 

CALL Ch3n<1,Ch3nneI) 
Buffer<Ch3nnel+l)=FNRdvm 

! Buffer<Ch3nnel+l)-FNRsvm 
NEXT Chsnnel 
RESET 710 
IF Time<Sc3ns THEN CARD ENABLE Tmr 

!END OF 

!CLOSE CHANNEL TO THERMOCOUPLE 
!TAKE READING AND STORE 
ITAKE READING AND STORE 

APPLICATION PROGRAM 

Fmt: 

SUBEND 
SUB Init 
COM Tmr,Scn,Dvm.Bus,Error 
DATA 9,709,722.724.7 
READ Tmr.Scn.Dvm.Svm.Bus 
ABORTIO Bus 
REMOTE Bus 
RESET Bus 
READ 10 Tmr.5;Sia 

IF BINAND<Siâ,48)^32 THEN 
SUBEND 
SUB Time<Unit.M3tch$fPeriod.I 
CQM Tmr.Scn.Dvm.Bus.Error 

IMAGE 'U'.D.'H/U*.D.•M •.K.•/U'.D.•P'.K.'/U'.D.•D'.K.'/E• 
Error=<<Unit<l> OR <Unit>4))+2«<(Period<0> OR (Period>9999999))+4«((Del3y<0> OR 

!SEE IF 
OUTPUT 

olsy 1 iSt 

98035A REAL 
Tmr USING 

srt) ! 

'A 

T: 

TIME 
'; 'B' 

Lme 

CLOCK IS PRESENT> 

<Del3a>99999999)) 
2850 
)> 
2860 
2870 
2880 
2890 
2900 
2910 
2920 
2930 
2940 
2950 
2960 
2970 
2980 
2990 
3000 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
3050 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3090 
3100 
3110 
3120 
3130 
3140 
3150 
3160 
3170 
3180 
3190 

OUTPUT Tmr USING Fmt;Unit.Unit.M3tch$.Unit.VAL$<INT<Poriod)>.Unit.VAL$<INT<Del3y 

J: 

ENTER Tmr USING 'B'îCode !ERROR CODE FROM 98035A, 
Error = Error + SHIFT<BINAND<Code.l5) .-3)+123« ( BINAND(Code .240)00 ) 

IF Start AND NOT Error THEN OUTPUT Tmr USING 'A,D,A';'U',Unit,'G• 
SUBEND 
DEF FNTemp<Tyoe$,Voltsae,Junct) 
DIM Junct(3),Coeff(9) 
ON POSC JK',Type$Cl.li:> GOTO J.K 

Junct<l)=5,0373743El 
Junct(2)=3,0167011E-2 
Junct(3)=-7,4 293513E-5 
Coeff(0)=-.048868252 
Coeff(1)=19873,14503 
Coeff<2)=-218614,5353 
Coeff<3)=11569199,7a 
Coeff<4)=-264917531,4 
Coeff<5)=2013441314 
Temp=FNPoly5(Coeff(«).Volt3ae+lE-6«FNPoly3(Junct(«)»Junct)) 

60T0 Rtn 
Junctd)=3,94 48872El 
Junct(2)=2.4548362E-2 
Junct(3)=-9.0918433E-5 
Coeff<0)=,226584602 
Coeff<1>=24Í52.109 
Coeff<2)=67233.424a 
Coeff(3)=2210340.682 
Coeff(4)=-860963914.9 
Coeff(5)=4.83506E10 
Coeff<á>=-1.18452E12 
Cocff<7) = 1 .3869E13 
Coeff<8>=-6.33708E13 
Temp=FNPoly8<Coeff<«).Volt3ae+lE-6«FNPoly3<Junct<«),Junct)) 

GOTO Rtn 
RETURN Temp 

DEF FNPoly9<Co<«),Vsl)=((((((((Co(9)«Vsl+Co(8)>«V3l+Co(7>)«V3l+Co(6))«V3l+Co(5))«V3 
l+Co<4))«V3l+Co(3>)«Val+Co(2))«V3l+Co(1> ) tVal+Co(0) 
3200 DEF FNPoly8(Co(«),V3l)=(((((((Co(8)«Val+Co(7>)«Val+Co(6>)«V3l+Co(5)>«Val+Co(4))«V3l 
+Co<3))«V3l+Co(2))«V3l+Co(l)>«V3l+Co(0> 
3210 DEF FNPoly5(Co(«).Val>=(<((Co(5>«Vsl+Co(4))*Val+Co(3))«V3l+Co(2)>«V3l+Co(l))«V3l+Co 
(0) 
3220 DEF FNPoly3(Co(«).Vsl)=(<Co<3)«Vslue+Co(2>)«V3lue+Cod))«V3lue 
3230 FNEND 

Rtnl 
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3240 
3250 
3260 
3270 
3280 

3290 
3300 
3310 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 

3360 
Offset) 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 
3410 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3480 
3490 
3500 
3510 
3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 

(R3nao>7)> 

1 

SUB Dvm(Function»R3nae»Hiah_re£»D3ts_rc»s) 
COM Tmr»Scn»Dvm,Svm,B.js»Error 
Error=((Function<l) OR (Function>6 ) )+2«((Ranao<l) OR 
RESET Dvm 
QUTPUT Dvm USING Fmt;Function»Rsnac»Hi3h_res^1»Dsts.ros 

Fmt: IMA6E 'F'»D»'R•»D»•H*» ."D'.D.'T3• 
SUBEND 
SUB Chnsnel(Clesr.Chsnnel) ! 
CQM Tmr » Scn » Dvm , Svm , B.js » E r ro r 
Qffset=ABS(Ch3nnel) DIV 80 
Error=<Scn MOD 100+Offset>30) 

IF NOT Error AND (Cle3r=l) THEN RESET Scn+Offset 
IF NOT Error AND (Chsnncl^^l> THEN OUTPUT Scn+Offiet USINO 

SUBEND 
DEF FNRefJct(Resist3nce) 
RETURN 5041.6/(L0G(Resist3nce>+7.15)-314.052 
FNEND 
DEF FNRdvm 
CQM Tmr,Scn,Dvm,Svm,Bijs»Error 
TRIGGER Dvm 
ENTER Dvm USING •F'^Resdinã 
! RESET Dvm 

•Dvm 

-Chsn 

•ZZ';iNT(Ch3nnel-80« 

RETURN Resdina 
FNEND 
DEF FNRsvm 
COM Tmr,Scn,Dvm,Svm»Bus,Error 
TRI66ER Svra 
ENTER Svm USING •F'^Resdina 
RETURN Resdina 
FNEND 
SUB Svm(Delay,R3nãe»Number»Ras) 
COM Tmr.Scn»Dvm»Svm»Bus»Error 
Error=(iielay; . 9999999)+2« ( (Ranae<l) 

« < < R Q S < 0 ) O R (Ras>7)) 
3570 RESET Svm 
3580 OUTPUT Svm USIH6 Fmt; Delay» S;3nae »Number » Ros 
3590 Fmt: IMAGE *D',,7D»'SR',D»•N^»4D»'SE'»D»'STS' 
3600 SUBEND 

OR (Rsnae>3>)+4«(<Number<0) OR (Number>9999))+S 
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Î T H P T U P D H F R P R I N T O U T 

:]:: 0 5: 7: 5 ?: 11 
O C M M M E R I S 70'? 
T I M E = 1 CHRNNEL N .= 0 TEM,-' = 65. 87111" 12114 DEG F REF 
'v' 'j 1 t i o i-i t = - . 0 u û 0 4 

= 1 TEM' = 5 .S655142291 DEG F TC51 TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'v'o 1 t i .ji jt. = - . 000•?4o 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'v' o 1 t- - .;. i.i t. = - . 0 0 0 6 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'v' o 1 t. o Ij t = - . 0 0 0 4 2 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL N 
'v' o 1 t •=• o ij t = - . 0 0 0 0 b 9 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'•.'• o 1 t 5 o 1.41. = - . 0 v3 9 4 5 2 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'v' o 1 t o 1.41. = - . 0 0 0 4 2 •.;; 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'•,' O 1 t. ;:. o u t = .6-361 3 4 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'v' 'j 1 t. •= .;. t.41 = . 0 3 6 4 6 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'v'ol t =. .;,ut = .805146 
TÎME = 1 CHRNNEL NO 
'v' o ] X. 2- o '-.i t = . 0 2 5 '$ '3 3 
' ". i'iE = i CHRNNEL NÛ 

= 2 TEMP = 63.4263650917 DEG F TC52 

= 3 TEMP = 64.2121068445 DEG F TC53 

= 4 TEMP = 63.0335246171 DEG F TC54 

= 5 TEMP = 46.334733777y DEG F TC55 

= 6 TEMP = 47.5978544057 DEG F TC56 

= 7 PRE3SURE = 695.8804 P8I PTOl 

= 8 PRE88URE = 689.024 P8I PT02 

= 9 TEMP = 47.68734 DEG F RMB 

= 10 ER^ PRES = 929.232024681 mb EP 

= 11 L£'Â PT = 22.469407 DEG F DWP 
''.' o 1 t i. o u t = . 0 3 4 0 3 4 
T r-̂ E= 1 CHRh-NEL N0.= 12 TEMÍ=' = INOPERRTI'v'E TC57 
TIME = i CHRNNEL N0.= 13 TEMP = 46.9880459925 DEG F TC53 
'v' o 1 t o 1.41 = - . 0 0 0 4 3 7 
TIME= 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 14 TEM- = IN PERRT T'.'E TC59 
TIME= 1 CHRMNEL N0.= 15 TEM- = I NOPERhT I'v'E TC60 
TIME = 1 C 
TIME = 1 C 
TIM E - 1 

HRNNEL N0.= 16 TEMP = NC TC61 
HRNNEL N0.= 17 TE.MP = NC TC62 
HRNNEL N0.= 18 TEMP = 69.8456279379 DEG F TCOl 

'v' o 1 1 1 o i.j t = . 0 0 0 0 3 7 
TÎ '-E - 1 Z'-^'i'iEL N0.= 19 TEMP = 69.8019412291 DEG F TC02 

'•••' o 1 t. i. o.., t = . 'j fi Q 1.3 315 
T.IMc = 1 CH.RNNEL N 0 . = 20 TEMP = 6 6 . 2 2 0 4 8 1 8 4 9 DEG F TC22 
'v' 'Ii 1 t : ij 1.4 T. = . 0 0 0 0 0 4 

^ÎME = 1 CHRNNEL "̂"' = 21 TEMP = NC TC63 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 22 TE,MP = NC TC64 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 23 TEMP = NC TC65 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 24 TEMP = NC TC66 
CTRRTUR DRTR PF:INTOUT 
0 3: 0 5: 0 i: 0 0: 0 8 
8CRNNER 18 710 
TIME= 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 0 TEMP = INOPEPRTIVE TC26 
TIME= 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 1 TEMP = I NOPE = RT I'̂.-'E TC30 
TIME= 1 CHRNNEL N0..= 2 TEMP = INOF .̂"̂  RTI'v'E T."32 
TIME= 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 3 TEMP = INOPEPRTI'v'E TC35 
TIME= 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 4 TEMP = INOPERRTI'v'E rC36 
TIME= 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 5 TEMP = INOPEPRTIVE rC37 
TinE= 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 6 TEMP = IN PERRTIVE TC33 
TIME = 1 CHRNNEL N0.= 7 TEMP = 466.3189505 16 DEG F TC5 
'•'.aU. 2 o u t = .007072 
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TIME = 
Vol ts 
TIME = 
V o 1 r. ̂ . 

TIME = 
Vol ti. 
T!ME = 
Vol t-i 
TIME = 
V 'j 1 t i. 

T I M E = 

V i:> 1 t i. 

TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIMF = 

Vol ts 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TINE = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vol ts 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vol ts 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vo1 ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
V o 1 t i 
TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vol t i-
TIME = 

Vol t£ 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol t 

1 
>;> 1. 4 1 . 

1 
>.. 1.4 X. 

1 
O 1.41 

1 
O 1.41 

1 
out 
1 

O 1.41 

1 
>;• 1 . 4 1 

1 
O 1.41 

1 
O 1.41 

1 
out 
1 

ij 1.41 

1 
>j U t 

1 
o u t 

1 
out 
1 

0 1.41 

1 
O 1.41 

1 

O U t 

1 

out 
1 

out 

1 
out 
1 

>:> 1 . 4 1 

1 
out 
1 

out 

1 
•;' u t 

1 

o u t 

1 

01.41 

1 

o u t 

CHRNNEL 
=-.0017 
CHRNNEL 
^-.0018 
CHRNNEL 
= -. 0 18i 
CHRNNEL 
= - . 0 0 1 31 
CHRNNEL 
= -. 00 13! 
CHRNNEL 
= -. 0013: 
CHRNNEL 
=-.0019 
L H R N \\ E L 
= -.0017: 
CHRNNEL 
= -.0016" 
CHRNNEL 
=-.0012 
CHRNNEL 
= - . 0 0 0 3 
CHRNNEL 
=-.0006 
CHRNNEL 
= - . 0 0 0 3: 
CHRNNEL 
= - . 0 0 0 3: 
CHRNNEL 
= - . 0 0 0 9: 
C H H N N E L 

= - . 0 0 0'?' 
CHRNNEL 

NO 
99 
NO 
5 

m 

m 
51 
NO. 

55 
NO. 
33 
NO. 
15 
NO. 

33 
NO. 

•̂  o 
'J 

NO. 
17 
NO. 
12 
NO. 
1 
NO. 

Z' 1 

NO. 
z* *z* 

NO. 
-1 i-i oo 
NO. 
?7 
NO. 

CHRNHEL NO. 
= .0 0 0 051 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .000063 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .0000' 
CHRNNEL 

^2 
NO. 

= .000079 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= . ^!^^:^^i^i7^ 
CHflNNEL NO. 
= -.0 0 2972 
CHflNNEL NO. 
= .00012 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .000054 
CHRNNEL NO. 
=-.000047 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .000056 

= 

= 

= 

= 

, = 

— 

= 

= 

— 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

— 

^2 

= 

— 

— 

= 

= 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

13 

19 

20 

21 

I M *ZB 

tzL O 

24 

25 

26 

27 

23 

'29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

•TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMF 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP 

TEMP = 73.5043145042 DEG F TC6 

= 9 TEMP = 71.2760442084 DEG F TC7 

= 70.70 3 0:3 0 1 4 'i 3 D E G F T i3 8 

• 0 . 7 9 5 4 14 1797 DEG F TC9 

= 71.0575722669 DEG F TCIO 

= 69.6153140329 DEG F TCll 

= 63.4363961731 DEG F TC12 

= 76.3900683436 DEG F Ti':13 

= 78.7952743949 DEG F TC14 

98.9846120338 DEG F TC15 

= 116.763723893 DEG F TC16 

= 125.64557427 7 DEG F TCl 

= 113.463337685 DEG F TC13 

= 113.424458684 DEG F TC19 

= 111.228306 DEG F TC2ø 

= 103.637598993 DEG F TC21 

= 155.433719227 DEG F TC27 

= 154.771713306 DEG F TC23 

= 155.521939972 DEG F TC29 

= 155.698533327 DEG F TC31 

156.007493153 DEG F TC33 

= 155.375080333 DEG F TC34 

= 22.4066663929 DEG F TC39 

= 157.817305018 DEG F TC41 

= 154.904111334 DEG F TC42 

= 150.447714035 DEG F TC43 

= 154.992377341 DEG F TC44 
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TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TlME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TINE = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
V i;> 1 t i 

TIME = 
'..'.- 1 + -
1 .' 1 '. _ 

TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
V'j 1 ti. 

TIME = 
V •:> 1 t i 

TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
V iJ 1 t : 

TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
V >;. 1 t •=• 

TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIME = 
Vol ti. 
TIî'iE = 
Vol t. i 

TIME = 
Vol t i' 

TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
Vol ti 
TIME = 
V o l t i . 

TIME = 

1 
O 1.4 t 
1 

O 1.41 

1 
O 1.41 

1 
out 
1 

out 
1 

O 1.41 

1 
C' 1.41 

1 
O U t 

1 
o u t. 

1 
O 1.41 

1 
•:i 1 . 4 1 

1 
o u t 

1 
0 u t 

1 
o u t 

1 
0 u t 

1 
o u t 

1 
0 u t 

1 
:- u t 

1 
;. u t 

1 
;> u t 

1 
j U t 

1 
;. u t 

1 
;.ut 

1 
JUt 

1 
j U t 

1 
j '.41 

1 
V 'i' 1 t i o u t 

CHRNNEL NO. 
= . UOUU.:.'!-: 

CHRNNEL NO. 
= .000079 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .000057 
CHRNNEL NÛ. 
= .000093 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .019371 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= - . 0 0 0 2 6 5 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= - . 0 0 0 5:3'? 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= . 02059:3 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .001345 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= . 0 2 8:0 1 9 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .009341 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .034876 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .041467 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= . 00øvZi9 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .101203 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .100595 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .097339 
CHRNNEL N . 
= .09 7904 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .097929 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .096342 
C H R N N E L N O . 

= - . 0 0 0 0 0:5 
CHRNMEL NO. 
= .000017 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .013703 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .052943 
CHRNNEL N . 
= .22709 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .22854 
CHRNNEL NO. 
= .2166 

TEMP = 154.19801178 DEG F TC45 

= 36 TEMP = 156.007493153 DEG F TC46 

— •̂  "̂  TEMP = 155.03651064 1 DEG F TC47 

TEMP = 156.62544069 DEG F TC48 

= 39 PRE8SURE = 10.69303 P8I PTø3 

= 40 PRE8 

= 4 1 PRE3 

= 42 PRE: 

= 43 PRE' 

= 44 PRES 

URE =-2.5423 P8I PTø4 

IRE =-4.89403 P8I PTø5 

URE =-8. 11521 P 

URE 2.33815 PSI PTøT 

81 PT06 

URE = 144.83271 P8I PTø3 

= 45 PRESSURE = 90.27933 PSI PTø9 

= 46 LON FLON = 181.2964333 #M.=i=.i..-Hr FOl 

= 47 LOl'J FLOU = 195.9200699 #M.=iSi..--Hr Fø2 

= 43 HIGH FLOW = IN PERRTIVE Fø3 

= 49 RCCEL = NC Røl 

= .^ii': 0 flCCEL = NC flø2 

= 51 flCCEL = NC flø3 

= 52 flCCEL = NC R04 

= 53 RCCEL = NC Rø5 

.= 54 flCCEL = NC flø6 

= 55 RflD IflTION =-.877192932456 W'-M̂ -M R02 

= 56 RRDIflTION = 2.23097112361 Ŵ  M.-'M Rø4 

= 57 NIND SP = 18.3481749 MPH NSøl 

= 58 WIND DIR = 279.335343 DEG WD 

= 5 9 l'J I H D S P ':. f r o rn n o r t h > = 7 31.015603712 M P H U 

= 60 NIND SP(from ^•h.st'> = O MPH V 

= 61 NIND SP<.doi..jri) = 267.501 MPH W 
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TIME 
Vol t =. 
TIME 
Vol ti. 
TIME 
Vo]ti. 

= 1 CHRNNEL NO 
o u t = - . 0 0 0 0 3 1 

= 1 CHRNNEL NO 
o u t = 

= 1 CHRNNEL NO, 
out= 0 

= 62 HOUR RNGLE = -.00315735 Volts RPOl 

= 63 DEC =-.46071134 Volti- RPø2 
-.004 5 9 7 
= 64 UNDEFINED = O Volti. TEøl 
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10 I TAPE URITE PROGRAM 02/26/80 RMA/UHE 
£0 PRINTER IS 16 
30 PRINT Tile Name : TPItVM ' 
40 PRINT • THIS PROGRAM UILL TRANSFER DATA CREATED BY DATDVM TO TAPE' 
50 OPTION BASE 1 
60 INTEGER Chanl 3 . Char.lb f Char.lc » Char.2 f I » Tdahr » Tø.nsc 
70 PRINT 'TAPE UNIT IS NOT PROPERLY SET UP' 
80 OUTPUT 712»'CCÍO)* 
90 OUTPUT 712»*RU E<S(1314)' IINCLUDES EOR % LF PYTES 
100 PRINT PAGE 
H O I ««»* PROGRAM CONSTANTS 
120 Chanl3=80 
1 3 0 C h 3 r i l b = l l 
140 Ch3nlc=9 
150 Chan2=14 
160 ! *»*« DECLARE DATA VECTORS 
170 DIM Datal3(83) ! DIM = Chanl3 + 3 : Tdahrf TBinsc f Ref tenp 
180 DIH D3t3lb(14) 
190 DIM D3t3lc(12) 
200 DIM D3l32(17) 
210 X1=0 
220 X2=0 
230 X3=0 
240 X4=0 
250 Start:! SELECT TAPE UNIT TO PROCESS 
260 PRINT 'SELECT DISC UNIT TO BE PROCESSED' 
270 INPUT 'SELECT BOfSlfOR O(STOP) AND PRESS CONT'fDov 
280 IF Dev=0 THEN Terminate 
290 IF Dev=80 THEN DevO 
300 IF Dev=81 THEN Devl 
310 PRINT 'INVALID SELECTION REDO' 
320 GOTO Start 
330 ! DevO: MASS STORAGE IS ".FBtO' 
340 GOTO Copu 
350 ! Devi: MASS STCRAGE IS '^FBfl* 
360 COP'Í: P R I N T 'COPYING OF DISKS IS IN P R O G R E S S ' 
370 ! INSERT TEST FOR EMPTY DISK HERE 
380 Filel3:ASSIGN tl TO 'FILEIA'fRetcode 
390 IF Retcode=l THEN Filelb 
400 ON END *1 GOTO Filelb 
410 MAT READ *líD3t3l3 
420 OFF END *1 
430 ON END *1 GOTO Endl3 
440 Filen3iiie*="FILElA" 
450 Writeout = Writeo<jtt 1 
460 OUTPUT 713 USING Hsaderî1»Ch3nl3fFilenamei 
470 He8der:iHAGE DfDDf6Af646X 
480 Writela:! CONTINUE 
490 PRINTER IS 0 
500 X1=X1+1 
510 Td3hr-D3t3l3(Ch3nl3+l) 
520 Tmnsc=D3t3l3(Ch3nla+2) 
530 Ref t e inF = D 3 t a l a ( C h a n l 3 + 3 ) 
540 REDIM D 3 t 3 l 3 ( 8 0 ) 
550 OUTPUT 713 USING F o r i n a t 1 í 2 f T d s h r » Tmnsc f Ref temp f D 3 t i l 3 ( « ) 
560 F o r i r i a t i : i M A G E D » 4D » 4D»4D. Df 80 (SD . DDDDD) 
570 REDIM D3t3l3(83) 
580 MAT READ *l»Dat3l3 
590 IF Xl=l THEN PRINT *Dst^l3:'íDstala(«) 
600 GOTO Uritel3 
610 Endl3:REDIM D3t3l3(33) 
620 ASSIGN *1 TO * I CLOSE FILE 
630 OUTPUT 713 USING TrailerJS 
640 Tr3Íler:iMAGE Df654X 
650 Filelb: ASSIGN »1 TO 'FILEIB*.Rotcode 
660 IF Retcode=l THEN Filelc 
670 ON END *1 GOTO Filelc 
680 MAT READ *lfDat3lb 
690 OFF END *1 
700 ON END *l GOTO Endlb 
710 F i l e n a i i i e » = * F I L E l B " 
720 Writeo'jt = Wri teout + 1 
730 OUTPUT 713 USING Hesderî1tChsnlbfFilen^me* 
740 Writelb:! CONTINUE 
750 PRINTER IS 0 
760 X2=X2+1 
770 Tdahr=Dat3lb(Ch3nlb+l) 
780 Tiinsc = D a t 3 l b ( C h a n l b + 2 ) 
790 Reftenp=D3t3lb(Ch3nlb+3) 
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800 REDIM Datalbdl) 
810 OUTPUT 713 USING Fo riiiat Ib î 2 . Tdah r . Tmnsc » Rof tcmF » Dotalb ( * ) 
820 Formatlb: IMí̂ GE D . 4D »-ID »-1D . D » 11 ( SD . DO DD ) »t;52X 
830 REDIM D3talb(14) 
840 MAT READ HîDatalb 
850 IF X2=l THEN PRINT *Datalb:'iDstaIb(* ) 
860 GOTO Uritelb 
870 EndlblREDIM Datalbd^) 
880 ASSIGN #1 TO « ! CL03E FILE 
890 OUTPUT 713 USING TrailerJ3 
900 Filelc: ASSIGN tl TO 'FILEIC*»Retcode 
910 IF Retcode=l THEN File2 
920 ON END *1 GOTO File2 
930 MAT READ *lfD3talc 
940 OFF END *1 
950 ON END *1 GOTO Endlc 
960 Filename»=*FILElC* 
970 OUTPUT 713 USING Headerî1fChanlcfFilenamei 
980 Writelc:! CONTINUE 
990 PRINTER IS 0 
1000 X3=X3+1 
1010 Td3hr=D3t3lc(Ch3nlc+l) 
1020 Tt.nsc = D3talc(Ch3nlc+2) 
1030 Reflemp^Datslc^Ch^nlc+S) 
1040 REDIM Datalc(9) 
1050 OUTPUT 713 USING Formatlcî2fTdahrfTmnscfReftempfDstalc(«) 
1060 Formatlc:IMAGE Df4D»4Df4D.Df9(SD.DDDDD)»568X 
1070 REDIM D3talc(12) 
1080 MAT READ *l»D3t3lc 
1090 IF X3=l THEN PRINT 'Datalc:'îDatalc(*) 
1100 GOTO Uritelc 
1110 Endlc:REDIM Dst3lc(12) 
1120 ASSIGN *1 TO * ! CLOSE FILE 
1130 OUTPUT 713 USING Tr3ilerf3 
1140 File2:ASSIGN •! TO 'FILE^ 'fRetcode 
1150 IF Retcode=l THEN Fileend 
1160 ON END *1 GCTO Fileend 
1170 MAT READ *i;D3t32 
1180 OFF END »1 
1190 ON END *1 OTO End2 
1200 Filen3ii.e$='FILE2 * 
1210 Writeout = Uriteoijt+l 
1220 OUTPUT 713 USING Hesderf1fCh3n2fFilen^mei 
1230 Write2:! CONT NUE 
1240 PRINTER IS 0 
1250 X4=X4+1 
1260 Td3hr=D3t32(Chan2+l) 
1270 THinsc = D3t32(Ch3n2 + 2) 
1280 Reftemp=D3t32(Ch3n2+3) 
1290 REDIM D3t32(14) 
1300 OUTPUT 713 USING Format252fTdshrfTmnsc»ReftemrfD3t32(«) 
1310 ForiFi3t2:iMAGE D f 4D » 4D»-ID.D » 14(SD . DDDDD) f 528X 
1320 REDIM D3t32(17) 
1330 MAT READ *lfDat32 
1340 IF X4=l THEN PRINT 'D3t32:'?D3t32(«) 
1350 GOTO Write2 
1360 End2:REDlM D3t32(17) 
1370 ASSIGN •! TO « ! CLOSE FILE 
1380 OUTPUT 713 USING Tr3ilerí3 
1390 Fileend:! END OF DISC 
1400 ASSI6N *1 TO « 
1410 BEEP 
1420 BEEP 
1430 PRINTER IS 16 
1440 PRINT PAGE 
1450 PRINT 'IF YOU HAVE MORE DISKS TO PROCESS' 
1460 PRINT 'TYPE YES AND PRESS CONT* 
1470 PRINT 'OTHERUISE-- TYPE NO AND PRESS CONT' 
1480 LinP'Jt:LINPUT 'YES OR NO ?'»Ans$ 
1490 IF (Ans»='YES') OR (Ans$='NO') THEN Dccide 
1500 IF Anst=** THEN Terminate 
1510 PRINT *RETYPE YOUR ANSUER--TYPING ERROR' 
1520 PRINT "IF YOU CANNOT GET OUT OF THIS LOOP* 
1530 PRINT 'MERELY PRESS CONT AND THE PROGRAM UILL TERMINATE* 
1540 GOTO Linput 
1550 Decide:iF Ans$=*NO' THEN Terminate 
1560 PRINT PAGE 
1570 PRINT 'REPLACE THE DISK(S) UITH DISK(S) TO DE PROCESSED* 
1580 PRINT *PRESS CONT 10 PROCESS NEW DISK(S)" 
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1590 PAUSE 
1600 PRINT PAGE 
1610 GOTO Start 
1620 Terminate:! URAPUP 
1630 OUTPUr 712»*UERU* 
1640 DISP 'FINISHED!* 
1650 END 
1660 SUB UnP3ck.(P3cK(«) ) 
1670 INTEGER Ind.Pak 
1680 FOR Ind=l TO ROWíPacl'.) 
1690 P3k=P3cK(Ind) 
1700 p3ck.(Ind) = (2*E(IT(P3k»13)-l)«(10tBIT(p3Kf 1 2 )+BINAND ( SHIFT (Pak f 8) f 15) + . 1«BINAND( SHIFT (P 
aK»4)»15)+,01«BINAND(Pak»15))«10"(BIT(Pakf14)«(BIT(Fakf15)-2)) 
1710 NEXT Ind 
1720 SUBEND 


